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Preface
All praise is due to Allah, the Most High, the Glorious.
Salutations in abundance be upon our Master,
Muhammad Mustafa SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam.
The Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam has stated,
ْ ى السَّا َع ِة ِف َت ًنا َكقِ َطع اللّلي ِل ا ْلم
ُظل ِِم يُصْ ِب ُح الرَّ ُج ُل فِيھَا م ُْؤ ِم ًنا َو ُيمْسِ ى
ِ إنَّ َب ْينَ َي َد
ِ
ً
َكافِرً ا و ُيمْسِ ى م ُْؤ ِمنا و يُصْ ِب ُح كافِرً ا
“Before the Last Hour, there will be afflictions like partnight darkness during which a man will be a believer in
the morning and a disbeliever in the evening. Or a
believer in the evening and a disbeliever in the
morning”1
There are two reasons which compelled me to translate
this magnificent piece of literature of the noble Imam;
the fountain of love and magnificence, the true servant
of Allah Ta’ala and His Messenger, Ala’Hadrat Shaykh
Ahmed Raza (d. 1921 – may Allah be pleased with him)
into an English. Firstly, to eradicate the misconception
that is prevalent in our contemporary societies that the
Barelvi 2 scholars hesitantly declare the Deobandi 3 ,
1

Sunan Abu Dawood, Kitaab Al-Fitan, Hadith 4259
Barelvi or Barelwi or Baraylawi – an appelage used by the
Deobandi school and the Wahaabi world for the followers of Imam
Ahmad Rida Al-Qaadiri. Though, the word was used by the Imam as
a geographical name for he was born in the city of Bareilly in India.
Nevertheless, the Barelvi school of thought represents the Ahl e
Sunnah wa Jama’ah in the Indo-Pak subcontinent. This is similar to

2
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Wahaabi4 and Tablighi Jamaat5 as infidels. People have
formulated an accusatory platform for Imam Ahmed
Rida Khan Al-Baraylawi for the conflict that is lodged
between the Deobandi and Barelvi scholars. Before we
analyse the validity of this claim let us first establish
some factual report.
Ismail Dehlawi, an individual who hails from the saintly
family of Shah Waliyullah [may Allah have mercy on
him], was born in 1779. He was the son of Shah Abdul
Ghani Dehlawi and a nephew of the erudite Muhaddith,
Shah Abdul Aziz Dehlawi. Later on, Ismail Dehlawi
joined Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi who was a military inclined
individual and fought the resistance in the north-west
India. Ismail Dehlawi appreciated the ideology of Sayyid
Ahmad which was to purify the Muslims from the Hindu
and Shiite customs. Therefore, he wrote the infamous
book, Taqwiyatul Imaan, in which he propagated his
radical views and brands the entire Muslim nation at
large as polytheists. He died in the 1831; and 25 years
later Imam Ahmed Rida Al-Baraylawi was born, in 1856.
This historical fact is evident for every sane person to
realise that the disunity existed before the birth of the
the usage of the word Ashari for the followers of the path of Imam
Abul Hasan Ashari [may Allah be pleased with him].
3
Deobandi – the followers of scholars like Ashraf Ali Thanwi, Rashid
Ahmad Gangohi, Khalil Ahmad Ambethwi, Qaasim Nanotwi, Yusuf
Khandehlwi, Zakariyya Khandehlwi and others.
4
Wahaabi – a follower of the teachings of Muhammad ibn Abdul
Wah’aab of Najd.
5
Propaganda wing of the Deobandi scholars.
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noble Imam. Now to answer the query about the cause
of the disunity, I present you, along with this book; a
confession from Ismail Dehlawi regarding his infamous
manuscript Taqwiyatul Imaan. This confession is
recorded in Ashraf Ali Thanvi’s literature by the name of
Hikaayatul Awliya [stories of the pious].
It is stated as follows:
Anecdote 59: ‘Khan Saahib said that initially Moulvi
Ismail Sahib wrote Taqwiyatul Imaan in Arabic.
Therefore one of its copies was with me, another copy
was with Moulana Gangohi Saahib and a spare copy
was in Moulvi Nasrullah Khan Khurjuvi’s library.
Thereafter Moulana translated it into Urdu language.
Then he assembled some notable personalities in which
Sayed Moulvi Abdul Hayy Sahib, Shah Ishaaq Sahib,
Moulana Muhammad Yaqub Sahib, Moulvi Fareeduddin
Sahib Muraadaabaadi, Mo’min Khan and Abdullah Khan
Alavi were present. Taqwiyatul Imaan was presented
before them and he said,
“I have written this book and I know that harsh words
have been included in some places and in other
instances there is severity. For example, things
which are Shirk-e-khafi (minor polytheism also
known as self-conceit) have been labelled as Shirke-Jaleel (major polytheism which is idol worship).6

6

Lesser polytheism is a major sin but it does not eject a person out
of the pale of Islam; whereas the major polytheism is Kufr.
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For these reasons I am in apprehension that upon
publishing this book, disorder and tumult will
definitely take place. If I stayed here, I would explain
these paragraphs for eight to ten years, however, at the
moment I have intended for Hajj and thereafter my
return is to “Jihaad” 7 . Hence I am excused from this
work and I know that nobody will perform this duty
besides me. This is the reason I have written this book
and that disorder shall transpire but I hope that after
combating each other (the Muslims) they will settle
down.
This is my concern; if your opinion is to publish this book
then let it be published, otherwise we may obliterate it”
On this note, a certain person said that it must be
published but after having edited. Moulvi Abdul Hayy
Sahib, Shah Ishaaq Saahib, Abdullah Khan Alavi and
Mu’min Khan opposed this idea of editing and revising.
Thereafter a discussion took place and at the end of it, it
was decided that there is no need for revision and the
book should be published in its originality. Hence its
publication occurred in this manner.
After publication, Moulana Shaheed (Ismail Dehlawi) left
for Hajj and stayed in Delhi after his return. In this era
Moulana Ismail would deliver lectures in the streets.
Moulvi Abdul Hayy Saahib left for Jihaad after residing
in the mosque for six months. This narration I heard

7

He fought alongside his Shaykh, Sayyid Ahmad, against the NorthWestern Indian resistance.
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from Moulvi Abdul Qayyum Saahib and from my teacher
Miyaji Muhammadi Saahib’.8
(Note: This confession is in Urdu which may be viewed
in Appendix A, at the conclusion of this book. I have
highlighted the original words).
Why would any sane Muslim write something that will
surely lead to disunity amongst the Muslims? What sort
of a heart is this that did not prefer the Islamic welfare
and mutual brotherhood over tumult and disaster? The
reason of disunity amongst the Muslims is crystal clear.
Intentionally, harsh language; along with incorrect
teachings were incorporated, in the book that split the
Muslim Empire – and that book is ‘Taqwiyatul Imaan’.
As for the second reason that compelled me to translate
this work; then one should know that the non-conformist
fraternity (Ahl-e-Hadith 9 ) are escalating in exponential
figures with their deviant ideologies. They are famously
known as ‘Ghayr Muqallids’ or the Salafiya (those who
do not accept the ijtihad (Islamic independent deduction)
of the four Imams; Imam Abu Hanifa, Imam Muhammad
Ibn Idris Ash-Shaafi, Imam Malik ibn Anas and Imam
Ahmed ibn Hambal; Allah Ta’ala is pleased with all).
They accuse the followers of Taqleed (following the
Mujtahid Imams) to be polytheists and they follow the

8

Hikaayatul Awliya, Hikaayat 59, Zakariyya Book Depo, Deoband,
Sahaaranpur, UP, India, pg 83-84
9
The non-conformist; also known by the name of Salafiyya in the
modern age. They are another branch of Wahaabiya.
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Qur’an and Hadith without the need for its expert
explanations and valid interpretations.
Ismail Dehlawi is considered to be a frontrunner and a
respected leader of Ahle Hadith fraternity and hence this
manuscript of the noble Imam will enlighten those who
have fallen into their traps and serve as an immunisation
for the Sunni Muslims from these foul individuals10.
AlaHadrat Imam Ahmed Rida [may Allah have mercy on
him] intelligently and diligently compiled the infidelities of
Ismail Dehlawi, and thereafter elaborated on its
falsehood with prolific substantiations and corroborated
them with reliable proofs. The precision of Imam Ahmed
Rida is so accurate that near the end of this book; after
proving at least 70 charges of infidelities upon Dehlawi,
he provides the benefit of doubt on the faith of Dehlawi.
This was because of a rumour that Dehlawi repented
during his last years of life! A mere rumour did not
escape the far-sightedness of Imam Ahmed Rida, then
why would any man consider him to be hesitant in the
field of verdicts?
It is applicable to declare that the works of Imam Ahmed
Rida [may Allah have mercy on him] is still vital in
modern epochs. It serves as a guiding light from the
Illuminated city of Madina and whosoever acquired this
knowledge from him; through his works, his literature
and his thoughts, are sufficiently prepared against the
10

Though the word Ahl e Hadith was used for those scholars who
were expert in Hadith but it has been hijacked long since the time
th
of Ibn Taymiyya in the 7 century Hijri.
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forces of the cursed Satan. His path is the path of Imam
Abul Hasan Ashari and Imam Abu Mansoor Maaturidi
[may Allah be pleased with them]. In the past, Ashariya
and Maaturidiya doctrines were the synonym of Ahl As
Sunnah wal Jama’ah; and today Baraylwiya and
Ridawiya function as the recognising beacons of Ahl As
Sunnah wal Jama’ah.
May Allah, the most Merciful, accept this work from this
humble servant of Islam.
Khaadim ul Mashaaikh
Tehseen Raza Hamdani
Nuri
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Question
In the court of the expert scholar of Deen and eminent
Mufti of Islam, Mawlana Ahmed Raza Khan: O Allah,
allow his blessings and benefits to spread permanently!
Peace and blessings be upon you.
What do the scholars understand on the matter that
Wahabi Ghayr Muqallideen, who label the complying of
the four Imams as per their jurisprudence as Shirk
(polytheism), and brand every Muslim, who follows the
Imams, as a Mushrik (polytheist). And they hold the
Ismail of Delhi; the author of ‘Taqwiyatul Iman’, ‘Siraate
Mustaqeem’, ‘Yak Rozi’, ‘Ayzaahul Haq’ and ‘Tanweerul
Aynain’, as a religious leader; they understand his words
as the truth and guidance and they believe as per its
accordance.
Is there a verdict of infidelity (Kufr) on them and on their
leader from our scholars of Ahle Sunnah and experts of
the Religion, or not?
Questioner: Mawlana Muhammad Fazl-ul-Majid Qadiri
Faruqi
22 Jamaadil Ulaa 1312 A.H
[1898-1899 A.D]
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Introduction - Khutbah
 ٱلرَّ حْ م ٰـ ِن ٱلرَّ حِيمt
ِ َّ ِبسْ ِم
All praise is due to Allah Ta’ala who sent His Messenger
as a Witness11, Giver of glad tidings and a Warner; so
that you may bring faith (Imaan)12 upon Allah and His
Messenger SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam; and that you
respect and honour the Messenger with your tongue
and heart. Allah Ta’ala has necessitated the respect,
honour and praise of His Beloved Messenger SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam as a firm pillar for your faith and
religion; and Allah Ta’ala has prohibited you to raise

11

“No doubt, We have sent you as a witness and bearer of glad
tiding and a Warner.” (Holy Qur’an 33:45). Whoever respects you
(O Prophet), give them good news of immense blessings and
whoever disrespects you, warn them about the punishment from
Allah. Since the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam is a
witness, therefore it is incumbent upon him to be aware, so it is
mandatory that the actions, sayings, conducts and affairs of his
Ummah are before him. Tabraani relates from Abdullah ibn Umar
(may Allah be pleased with him) who narrates from the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam: “Verily, Allah has raised this
world before me and I am observing in it whatever shall happen
until the Last Day like how I see this palm of mine.” (Kanzul
Ummaal, Hadith 31981, Beirut, Vol. 1, Pg. 420)
12
“So that O people! You may believe in Allah and His Messenger
and pay respect to him and honour him” (Holy Qur’an 48:9). We
find from this verse that faith in Islam is respecting and honouring
the Beloved Rasool SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, and whoever
disrespects him has indeed ejected himself from Islam
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your voice 13 above the voice of His Messenger
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam or to scream in his presence
like how you converse with each other, otherwise your
virtuous actions may become futile and erased from
your account of deeds without your knowledge. Allah
Ta’ala has attached the obedience of His Messenger
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam with His obedience 14 , the
allegiance to His Messenger with His allegiance15; and if
you pledge allegiance to the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam then the Hand (of Mercy) of the Most
Compassionate is on your hands. Allah Ta’ala has
enjoined His Holy Name with the name of His
Messenger (so ask through the intermediation of His
Beloved SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam) to enrich you16, to
provide you17, to encourage you the hope for provision,
for you to follow them (Allah and His Messenger)18, for

13

“O believers! Raise not your voices above the voice of the Prophet
and speak not aloud in presence of him as you shout to one
another, lest your works become vain while you are unaware” (Holy
Qur’an 49:2)
14
“Whosoever obeys the Messenger, has indeed obeyed Allah”
(Holy Qur’an 4:80)
15
“Those who swear allegiance to you, swear allegiance to Allah.
The Hand of Allah is over their hands” (Holy Qur’an 48:10)
16
“Allah and His Messenger has enriched them out of His Grace”
(Holy Qur’an 9:74)
17
“What a good it had been, if they would have been pleased with
what Allah and His Messenger had given them and would have
said, ‘Sufficient for us is Allah’, now Allah is to give us of His Bounty,
and so the Messenger of Allah” (Holy Qur’an 9:59)
18
“O believers! Exceed not over Allah and His Messenger” (Holy
Qur’an 49:1)
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you to be submissive to their decree19, for you to oppose
those who oppose them20, for you to please them21, and
for you to be sincere to them in peace22 and distress23
as it is in your Qur’an. Allah Ta’ala raised the station of
His Messenger and manifested his greatness to be
universal. This is how Allah distinguished His
Messenger SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam from everything.
In the scale of balance, the pedestal of the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam is infinitely profound than
your stations combined. Will you then compare the pearl
with a stone, or the musk with blood, or tobacco with the
flower? 24 Verily, Your Lord has showered mercy upon
19

“And it is not befitting to a Muslim man or Muslim woman, when
Allah and His Messenger have decreed something that they would
have any choice in their matters, and whoever disobeys Allah and
His Messenger, he undoubtedly has strayed away manifestly” (Holy
Qur’an 33:36)
20
“You will not find a people who believe in Allah and the Last Day
taking as their friends those who opposed Allah and His Messenger,
even though they be their fathers or their sons or their brethren or
their kinsmen” (Holy Qur’an 58:22)
21
“Allah and His Messenger had greater right, that they should
please him, if they had faith. Are they not aware that whoso
opposes Allah and His Messenger then for him is the fire of Hell in
which he will abide forever? This is the great humiliation” (Holy
Qur’an 9:62-63)
22
“When they are sincere to Allah and His Messenger” (Holy Qur’an
9:91)
23
“Undoubtedly, those who annoy Allah and His Messenger, Allah’s
curse is upon them in the world and in the Hereafter and Allah has
kept prepared for them a degrading torment” (Holy Qur’an 33:57)
24
In other words, when you do not consider a pearl like a stone,
musk like a blood, or tobacco like a flower, then why do you
consider the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam like others?
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you that you should not call upon the Messenger
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam like how you call upon each
other25; whether it is your father, master or the king (the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam deserves
superior respect than a king). Allah Ta’ala has
mentioned those who slip their tongues in the act of
degrading the eminence of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam. Allah has said, “Do you jest in terms of
Allah, His signs and His Messenger SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam? Do not make excuses! You have become
infidels after gaining your faith”26.

His pious descendent, Hadrat Ghawth-e-azam said: “Neither should
you approximate me to someone, nor should you attach a
connection like mine with someone” (Zubdatul Aasaar talkhees
bahjatul Asraar, Maktaba Nabwiya, Lahore, pg 77). If this is Hadrat
Abdul Qadir Jilaani, then what will be the station of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam?
25
“Make not the summoning of the Messenger among yourselves,
like one calls the other among you” ( Holy Qur’an 25:63).Calling one
another includes one’s fathers, sons and relatives; this is the reason
for the scholars having prohibited the use of the personal name of
the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, i.e. ‘Ya Muhammad’;
rather replace it with ‘Ya RasoolAllah’
26
During the departure for Tabuk expedition, the hypocrites
uttered something that was disrespectful towards the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam. When they were questioned they
started making excuses and replied that they were just joking
amongst themselves. On this incident Allah revealed: “Do you mock
at Allah and His signs and His Messengers? Make no excuses, you
have already become disbelievers after being Muslims.” (9:65-66).
There are three understandings that we gain from this verse:
Firstly, the one who disrespects the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam becomes a Kaafir (infidel) even though he recites the
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O you hypocrites!27 O you oppressors! Your elders have
evidently equalised the praise of the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam 28 in equality to themselves
and even less; and this is in your thoughts and some
appear from your tongues which have been exposed
and whatsoever is in your hearts 29 is much more
article of faith (kalima) and claims to be a Muslim, declaring the
kalima will never grant such a person salvation unless he repents.
Secondly, there are those who blurt out that ‘the state of Kufr is
associated with the heart and not with the tongue. If such a person
recites the kalima and his inner state is unknown, then why should
we label such a person with Kufr?’ This is an outright lie. If you label
someone to be a Muslim because he recites the kalima from his
tongue, then the opposite is also valid; i.e. a Disbeliever can be a
Muslim because we do not know the state of his inner realm.
Therefore a person who insults from the same tongue will be
branded as a Kaafir, even if uttered without any abhorrence (since
it falls within the category of jest and Allah has reprimanded those
persons, refer to the verse 9:65). Thirdly, clearly stated words are
not to be interpreted differently upon hearing them. Allah
commands them ‘make no excuses; you have already become
disbelievers after being Muslims’. One thing to note is that Allah
Ta’ala says that they were Muslims and thereafter lost their faith
after insulting the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam.
27
There are two types of hypocrisy: hypocrisy in actions (which is a
sin) and hypocrisy in beliefs (which is Kufr). Here the Imam refers to
the major hypocrisy – that which will throw the person out of the
pale of Islam.
28
Allah Ta’ala commands us not to call or converse loudly in the
presence of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam like one
another. However, the author of Taqwiyatul Imaan, encourages to
respect the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam like one
another (big brother) and even less than that. Allah Forbid!
29
“Hostility appeared from their utterances and what they have
concealed in their hearts is yet greater. We have made you hear
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devious than what is on your tongues. Indeed, Allah
exposes your jealousy! The devil has enveloped you30
and he has prompted you to disregard the remembrance
of Allah and the praises of His Beloved SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam. Without a doubt, the Qur’an exposes your evil
and Satan has increased the dot on his name with your
numbers and enhanced his tail with your impurity. Satan
showed you Taqwiyatul imaan (strengthening of faith) to
bring destruction to your faith (Tafyatul imaan). Allah
Ta’ala is not to leave the Muslims in the present state of
affairs in which you are, until He separates the impure
from the pure31 and Allah Ta’ala is not oblivious to your
infidelity. Oath on the Lord of Muhammad SalAllahu
Our signs clearly, if you have wisdom. Behold! It is you who love
them, and they love you not. Though you believe in all the Books.
And when they meet you, they say, ‘we accepted faith’, and when
they are alone, then they bite their finger-tips at you; out of wrath.
Say you, ‘Die in your passion’ Allah knows well the thoughts of the
hearts” (Holy Qur’an 3:118-119). From this verse we understand
two important variables: a) The kalima of the tongue is useless if
there is a ‘fever of Kufr’ in the heart and; b) the Kufr in the heart is
manifested via the tongue.
30
“Satan has got control over them and has made them forget the
remembrance of Allah. They are the party of Satan. Do you hear?
Undoubtedly, it is the party of Satan that are the losers” (Holy
Qur’an 58:19). The scholars have elaborated that the verse is in
reference to the party of Satan who will appear from the East of
Madinah, i.e. Najd [present day Riyadh]. Ibn Umar reported that
the Messenger of Allah [SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam] came out from
the house of Ayesha [may Allah be pleased with her], pointed
towards the East and said, “It would be from this side that there
would appear the height of unbelief; from where the horns of Satan
will appear” [Sahih Muslim, Kitaab Al-Fitan, Hadith 2905]
31
Holy Qur’an, 3:179
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‘alayhi wasallam; it is impossible for you to be a believer
until you possess love for him [SallAllahu ‘alayhi
Wasallam] more than your parents, your children, your
soul and mankind32. Peace be upon the Holy Prophet
SallAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, and to his family and his
companions and to those who follow the tradition of
defending the Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam. May
Allah Ta’ala bless us with your true love (O Messenger
of Allah!) and allow us to remember you with esteemed
respect until the Last Day. Ameen!

32

“None of you will have faith till he loves me more than his father,
his children and all mankind” [Sahih Bukhari, Book of Imaan, Hadith
no. 15]
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Answer
Without a shadow of doubt, the beliefs and the textual
assertions of the Wahaabi fraternity and their fragment
of so-called Islam is infidelity and to recognise them as
Kufr (disbelief/infidelity) is mandatory.
Volumes of exegesis of our scholars and heaps of
verdicts from our esteemed elders has established and
verified the Kufr of Wahaabiya. Their outward utterance
of the Kalima (the attestation of faith) is illegitimate and
non-profitable. An individual is not a Muslim simply on
the basis of verbal acceptance of the Kalima or on selfacknowledgement of being a Muslim, if his particular
assertion is found to be contrary to one or more
fundamentals of faith. If a person declares himself to be
a Muslim, proclaims the Kalima, performs his daily
worship (Salaah), discharges compulsory charity
(Zakaat), fasts in the month of Ramadan, performs the
pilgrimage to Mecca; however he also rejects
[disbelieves] certain commandments of Allah and His
Messenger, or he insults Allah and His Messenger and
the Qur’an, or he wears the cross-thread (as per the
Hindu customs), or he bows before an idol; will such a
person be acknowledged as a Muslim?
Can the perpetual recital of the Kalima be beneficial for
such a person [who does not repent from the
blasphemy]? Of course not! We have evidently
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elaborated this from the Qur’anic verses in our
introduction.
Allama Haskafi said in Durre Mukhtaar:
* a a ! a a"# a$%a &'a(a ) 
“The habitual recital of the Kalima is of no benefit unless
the person repents for his infidelity”33.
In the religious books of the Wahaabiya and in the
library of their elders, the literatures of Kufr are explicit
and volumes can be compiled on elaboration of their
evident infidelity. Their leaders have openly embellished
Kufr on themselves and on their spiritual guides in the
book, Taqwiyatul Imaan (which they claim as an
excellent book and assert it as one of their religious
manuscript 34 , Allah Forbid!). Let me first present their
own confession of Kufr and thereafter I shall furnish you
with only 70 statements of their infidelities as an
illuminating sight for the benefit of the readers.
The Holy Prophet [SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam] has
stated in one of the narrations regarding the end of time
33

Durr-e-Mukhtaar, Baabul Murtad, Press Mujtabaai, Delhi, Vol.1,
pg 356
34
The religious leader of Deobandi movement, Rashid Ahmed
Gangohi writes about Taqwiyatul Imaan, “And this, Taqwiyatul
Imaan, is an excellent book; and it is matchless in terms of opposing
Shirk and bid’at (innovation). Its refutations are from the Qur’an
and Ahaadith, to keep, read and act upon this book is in accordance
to true Islam” (Fatawa Rashidiya (kaamil), Maktab Thanvi Deoband,
pg 78).
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sthat the world will not come to an end unless Laat and
Uzza (the two idols worshipped by the pre-Islamic
Arabs) are worshipped again. This will occur in such a
way that Allah Ta’ala shall cast a pure breeze which will
cause death to all the Muslims living around the world
in that particular era; even a person with an atom’s
weight of faith in his heart will die from this breeze.
Thereafter, only the disbelievers shall remain on Earth
and idol worship shall recommence.35
In Taqwiyatul Imaan, Farooqi publishers, Delhi, 1293 AH
on the 44th page, the above Hadith is mentioned as
narrated from Mishkaat and Ismail Dehlawi translated it
as follows:
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“Then Allah will send a good wind, then everyone who
had an atom’s weight of imaan will die, then there will
remain only those who have no goodness in them, then
they will return to the religion of their forefathers”36.
The Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam had also
indicated that the breeze will arrive after the arrival of

35

Mishkaatul Masabih, Baab Laa taqumus Saa’a, Press Mujtabaai,
Delhi, Vol.1, pg 356
36
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al-Faslur Raabi’ fi Dhikr Radd-ul-ishraak fil
Ibaadah, Aleemia publishers, Lohaari gate, Lahore, pg 30
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the Antichrist and the descent of Hadrat ‘Isa [peace be
upon him]37
In Taqwiyatul Imaan, he (Ismail Dehlawi) also included
this information and translated it as follows on 45th page:
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“Dajjaal will come, then Allah will send Isa, the son of
Maryam, he will then find Dajjaal and destroy him. Then
Allah will send a wind from the direction of Syria, which
will kill all those who had an atom’s weight of Imaan in
their hearts”38.
After penning down this Hadith he added the following,


"W XYUZ[ =\]
“Therefore, this occurred in accordance with the
prophecy of the Messenger SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam”39
Now, according to them, there is neither the wait for the
arrival of the Antichrist nor the decent of Hadrat Isa
37

Sahih Al-Muslim, Kitaab Al Fitan, Hadith no. 2937 & 2940.
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al-Faslur Raabi’ fi Dhikr Radd-ul-ishraak fil
Ibaadah, Aleemia publishers, Lohaari gate, Lahore, pg 31.
39
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al-Faslur Raabi’ fi Dhikr Radd-ul-ishraak fil
Ibaadah, Aleemia publishers, Lohaari gate, Lahore, pg 31
38
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Alayhi Salaam. Furthermore the breeze had also come
to pass; thereafter he associated this Hadith to the
present era in order to label every Muslim a Mushrik
(idolater/polytheist) and a Kaafir (infidel). He did not
exercise precaution on this matter and he did not
rationalise whether it is that very same era and whether
the breeze has already been casted. If this is the case,
and breeze has already come to pass; then is he and
his spiritual guide inhabitants of another world? If not,
then he confessed himself as an outright Kaafir and an
idol-worshipper40.
This was their own recognition of being disbelievers.
Now count the number of charges of their infidelity from
the explanation of the scholars and see the mandatory
stamp of Kufr on them.

40

Because according to him the breeze which the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam prophesised has already occurred and
all the Muslims have died from it. This concludes that he is a
disbeliever who has survived the breeze.
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Infidelities
Kufr 1
The person’s acceptance of one’s Kufr has indeed made
him a Kaafir. In Nawaazil Faqih Abu Layth, then in
Khulaasatul Fatawaa, and Takmila Lisaanul Ahkaam,

 a+,&a- a./a0$1
“The one who proclaims his own infidelity, is an
infidel”41.
In Ishaabah, Kitaabus Seer, Baabur Ridaa; it is written,

a"a- a2 3a"a2-  a0/
“If someone says ‘you are a Kaafir’ and the reply is ‘yes,
I am Kaafir’; then the replier has become a Kaafir”42.
In ‘Fataaawa Alamghiri’, Egypt publishers, 1310 AH, in
volume 2 on the 279th page; it is mentioned,

5a15 6aa- a2(&'a./ %a a+,&a- a./a&4
“If a Muslim declares himself to be an apostate,
becomes a Kaafir; and if he says that he did not know
41

Khulaasatul Fataawa, Kitaabul Alfaazul Kufr, Maktaba Habibia,
Kuwait, Vol. 4, Pg. 387
42
Al-Ishaaba wan Nazaair, Kitaabul Al-Seer, Baabul rida, idaara al
Qur’an, Karachi, Vol.1, pg 249
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the ruling on this fact, then this excuse will not be
accepted”43.
Kufr 2
In this very statement there is an indication that the
entire Ummah are disbelievers. To believe that the
entire Ummah are full of disbelievers is Kufr. It is in
Shifa Sharif of Imam Qadhi Ayadh on pages 362 and
363,

6 a0&7)a aa08 a6/a./a09/a0aa:;3“If anyone utters a statement that brands the entire
Ummah to be deviated, is surely a Kaafir”44
Kufr 3
In Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 20,


 Q
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“To possess a power that will allow one to find out the
knowledge of Unseen whenever one wills; this power
only belongs to Allah Saahib”45

43

Fatawa Hindiya, Al Baab-ul-Taasi’ fil ahkaamil murtadeen,
Nuraani Kutub khana, Peshawar, Vol.2, pg 279
44
Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl fi baayaan maa hu
minal muqalaat, Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania
publishers, Vol. 2, pg 271
45
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al-Fasl Thaani fi Radd al-ishraak fil Ilm,
Aleemia publishers, Lohaari gate, Lahore, pg 14
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Here Ismail Dehlawi did not consider the Knowledge of
Allah to be Absolute and Compulsory in Existence. He
proposed a deviant belief that to discover the Unseen is
in the Power of Allah whether He comes to know of it or
remains ignorant of it. This is explicit Kufr. It is in Fatawa
Alamghiri, in volume 2, on 258th page,

C
?3! % a@A % a0A a a4-% aaB& 6a(a  ) > a<8%a = a
“If anybody mentions an attribute of Allah that is not in
accordance to His Glory; or if someone brought one’s
attention to a thought that will most likely lead to
envision Allah’s attributes to be partial, defective or in
ignorance; then such a person is a Kaafir”46.
In Bahrur Raaiq, it is mentioned in volume 5 on 129th
page, Egypt publication; in Bazaazziya volume 3 on
323th page, Egypt publication; and in Jaami’ al
Fasooleen in volume 2 on 298th page, Egypt publication:

C
aaB& a6a(a  ) > a<8%
“If anyone utters something that is against the Majesty
of Allah, has become a Kaafir”47
Kufr 4
Allah “finds out the knowledge of Unseen whenever
He wills” clearly means that He still does not know,
46

Fatawa Hindiya, Nuraani Kutub khana, Peshawar, Vol.2, Pg. 257
Jaamiul Fasooleen, Al-Fasl Thaani Islamic Kutub khana, Banauri
town, Karachi, Vol. 2, pg 298

47
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however He has the Power to know; this is contradiction
to the Knowledge of Allah being Pre-eternal. This is an
open Kufr. In Fatawa Alamghiri in Volume 2 on the 262th
page it is written,

-Da1 a a 5a a24-a +/aE9 +Da&'a./a
“Whosoever does not believe the Knowledge of Allah as
Pre-eternal, is a Kaafir. Similar is mentioned in
Taatarkhaaniya”48
Kufr 5
In ‘Aydhaaul Haq’49, Farooqi publishers, Delhi, 1297 AH,
on page 35 and 36,

C
a /a a =,%a2F$Ga2 H1a I %aF$%aJ%aJKaK a  )a% a @!)
L a2M a33Na '+a0/aK a(O
#1(UaEa! #a+93'aP!$aK a 1aQ15a #3' aRSaTN8
“To consider Allah free from space, time and direction
and to see Him without direction (from no direction) and
without spiritual intoxication...all these beliefs are an
innovation (Bid’at) if one deems abovementioned beliefs
to be part of Islam”50

48

Fatawa Hindiya, Nuraani Kutub khana, Peshawar, Vol. 3, pg 262
Another literature authored by Ismail Dehlawi in a Persian
language.
50
Aydhaaul Haq, faaida awwal, pehla mas’ala, Qadimi Kutub khana,
Karachi, pg 77-78
49
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It is quite clearly mentioned in this book that to believe
Allah Ta’ala free from space, time and direction; and to
visualise Allah without spiritual intoxication is an
erroneous innovation. Here he considers countless
scholars and experts in Islam, who have explained that
Allah is transcendent and free from being in a space, as
innovators.
Shah Abdul Aziz Dehlawi (the paternal uncle of Ismail
Dehlawi) said in ‘Tauhfah ithnaa Ashariya’, Calcutta
publishers, 1343 AH, on page 255,

C
X
a1Va2,)%aWaK aEF$ 1% %a24-aJ 1a  )aBNa-SaYaO#@MaQ+3'
2'($%a2!Ma0Z aTO5a24!(O%a24“The thirteenth belief is to believe that Allah is not limited
to time, space or direction and this is the fundamental
belief of Ahle Sunnah Wa Jamaat”51
It is mentioned in Bahrur Raaiq, in Volume 5, on the
129th page and in Fatawa Alamghiri, in Volume 2, on the
259th page,

C

 ) >aJ( a Ia

“A man becomes a Kaafir if he associates space to
Allah”52

51

Tauhfah ithnaa Ashariya, Baab panjam, Daarul ilaahiyaat, Suhail
Academy, Lahore, pg 141
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Fatawa Qadhi Khan says in volume 4, on page 43,

C
a  ) > aJ6a aJ a[1 +-a\@]a^aa+- +aJ(MSaaE9 +Da./a0$1
J( a^'aQ@!
“If someone says that ‘Allah, who is in the heaven,
knows that I do not have anything’; has become a
Kaafir, because Allah is free from being in a place”53
It is mentioned in Khulaasa, Kitaabul Alfaaz-al-Kufr, in
section 2,

aJ( a2I a-6a a^a_!$aE9 +D%aE9SaJ(MS%a!aJa#-a./a
C
 )>
“If somebody says ‘place the ladder and climb up to the
sky, and fight against Allah’ will become a Kaafir since
he associated a place for Allah”54
Kufr 6
In ‘Yak Rozi’ 55 , a Persian magazine published by
Farooqi publishers on page 144,

52

Bahrur Raaiq, Baabul ahkaamul murtaddeen, H.M. Saeed
Company, Karachi, Vol.5, pg120; Fatawa Hindiya, Nuraani Kutub
khana, Peshawar, Vol.2, pg 259
53
Fatawa Qaazi Khan, Kitaabul Al-Seer, Naulakshor Lucknow, Vol.4,
pg 884
54
Khulaasatul Fatawaa, Kitaabul alfaazul Kufr, Maktaba Habibiya,
Kuwait, Vol.4, pg 384
55
Another literature of Ismail Dehlawi in Persian
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a#$%aJa./aP`a#UaQ+- #Laa  1aJ aa2Ma^(a1D + 
a. @- a+ a+AaJS/aT&M%##b-acV-aK a V-aT 5aA!aG8 a0d
2Ma^(
“After providing the knowledge, it is possible that Allah
may remove that knowledge (by making a person
forgetful). Hence, to prove the equality of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam with someone else
is not contradictory to any verdicts of the scholars, and
for the Quran to be taken away after its revelation is
possible”56
The people of the truth have already elaborated on the
fact that it is impossible for anyone to be equal to the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in his
magnificent attributes. Other experts have stated that
Allah Ta’ala sent the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam as a Final Messenger, if there is a possibility
for anyone to be similar to the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam then, Allah Forbid, there is a possibility
of a lie in the Divine Command.
The answer to this is that the person who wrote the
above statement in Yak Rozi has uttered Kufr; “if Allah
has to make people forget the Quran then it will not be
contradictory to any scholarly statements”. Here it is a
clear acknowledgment of the writer of Yak Rozi [Ismail
Dehlawi] that there is no complain or protest if any
words or promise of Allah has to become false. The real
issue is that the people must abide by that falsehood (if
56

Yak Rozi (Persian), Farooqi Kutub khana, Multan, pg 17
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it has to occur). If Allah has to make them forget and
falsify or change His own promise then they will not
remember the original Word of Allah before the change
(as they have forgotten), then how can anyone inspect
on this matter since Allah has the Power to cause
forgetfulness in the people.
Such filthy statement leads to absurd conclusions as
you read above and Allah is free from the words of the
oppressors!
It is mentioned in ‘Shifa Sharif’ on page 361,

C
a^ %a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a!-a"-a%a"! a,8%a- +Na aJ #a^
C
a % a('@a,&V( ae =a a '# a ) a(af5 ag-6 a &'aK$
h($aa'+
“If someone believes in the Oneness of Allah,
Prophethood of our Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam and whatever the Messengers have brought
from Allah; but believes the permissibility of Kidhb in all
of this fundamentals (possibility of a lie from Allah); then
such a person, whether he was expedient in his
statement or not, is a Kaafir in either way”57
A person who attributes a lie to the Messengers [peace
be upon them] will become a Kaafir, then why should a
person, who attributed a lie to Allah, not be considered a
Kaafir as per the consensus? The person who penned
57

Shifa ba taa’rif Huququl Mustafa, Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul
uthmaania publishers, Volume.2, pg 269
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this down (Ismail Dehlawi) has verily proposed a grimy
and evil belief. This humble servant has answered this
matter with various explanations and analysis in a book
by the name of ‘Subhaanas Subbooh an ‘ayb kadhbi
Maqbooh’ (1307 AH).
Kufr 7
In Yak Rozi on page 145,
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“We do not believe absurdity in the possibility for Allah
to lie because the ability to change or alter a situation in
a certain event and to reveal such alteration to His
Angels or Messengers is not outside the Power of Allah.
Otherwise, we will have to conclude that the power of
humans exceed the power of Allah”58

It is clearly elucidated in this statement that whatever
action a human is capable of performing then Allah also
has that capability in which eating, drinking, sleeping,
defecating, urinating, walking, drowning and dying are
all inclusive; therefore this deviant statement is, beyond
the shadow of doubt, a Kufr.59

58

Yak Rozi (Persian), Farooqi Kutub khana, Multan, pg 17
It should be understood that the Power of Allah [qudrah] and
those things which are impossible for Allah [muhaal] are not
interconnected. That is, His Attribute of Power does not falsify
things which defy His Majesty and His Oneness. For example, for
59
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Kufr 8
In Yak Rozi on page 145,

ai+aRja-Ua0$ 1% %a+-1(a!,MaBNa 7Na 6(aK a 1af5a[+'
a 1+/aEVkUaa2Mal(Oa.(a28%a#($a%amD anGDaa+!!a 
aK aQ@!a2(NaE973%a2,&Va2 '1aa!%a#1 #af=a[Ga&)
anGka##La ai%+(a?kU(Oa+ (!-af=a[Ga&)af5afU
a+!aK %Sa+ (-af=a[Ga&)aQ# 1 aQLaZa aQ+UanHa% aJ4 aaE4
ao+!4-ai+a0/aG3'a#@-ackU al a+ (-a+! 1% a^O#aE4a ##L
aK aap& a^'aZ@!)%af5 aT'a^'a )af=a[Ga&)a[+'a&(A 
2Mai+a a8
“Inability to lie is considered to be amongst the glory of
Allah and they declare this worthy of praise in
comparison to a dumb and speechless person. Actually,
the magnificient attribute is that if a person has the
power to lie then out of wisdom and prudence he avoids
speaking a lie; such a person is worthy of honour. On
contrary, a person who intended to speak a lie but
keeps quiet or something impedes him from speaking;
such a person is not worthy of praise in the view of the
intellectuals. Hence, to save oneself from the defect of a

Allah to have a son is impossible for His Majesty; therefore His
Power will not accommodate this impossibility. Similarly, the defect
of lying defies His Majesty; therefore His Power will not
accommodate it. This is the belief of Ahl As-Sunnah – see Subhaan
As Subbooh of the noble Imam.
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lie and to escape oneself from the stain of a lie; is
considered to be a marvellous attribute”60
In this portion it is clearly stipulated that it is not
mumtana’ bil-ghayr 61 ; rather it is also not muhaal e
‘aadi 62 for Allah to lie. Because, an individual who is
unable to speak [mute/dumb]; for him to speak is not
muhaal bidh-dhaat 63 , or mumtana’ bil-ghayr, or
mumtana’ aqli 64 , or muhaale shari’ 65 – but only it is
muhaal e ‘aadi.
The writer elaborates that for Allah to speak a lie is
dissimilar to the speaking of a lie by a mute person
because we praise Allah for this [act of lying]; but not the
60

Yak Rozi (Persian), Farooqi Kutub khana, Multan, Pg. 17-18
Mumtana’ bil-Ghayr: Something that is possible and permissible
to transpire but due to the presence of external evidence it
becomes impossible to occur. For example, the faith of Abu Jahl; in
essence it was possible for them to have faith in Islam but because
of the information from Allah on their ill-fate, it became impossible.
62
Muhaal e ‘aadi: Something that is impossible for it to transpire
normally, but in essence it is possible or permissible to transpire.
For example, it is naturally impossible for a mute person to speak.
63
Muhaal bidh-Dhaat: Intrinsically impossible to transpire in
essence. For example, a partner of Allah to exist is impossible in
essence. Similarly, for Allah to lie is also intrinsically impossible but
not according Ismail Dehlawi.
64
Mumtana’ ‘aqli: Something that is rationally prohibited to
transpire. For example, a partner of Allah to exist is rationally
prohibited to occur and as well as it is impossible in essence.
65
Muhaal e Shari’: Something that is impossible for it to occur in
the light of the sacred Law; but rationally it may transpire. For
example, the faith of Abu Jahal; rationally it was possible but legally
it is not.
61
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dumb person. Therefore it becomes necessary to
conclude that Kidhb e Ilaahi66 is also not muhaal e ‘aadi;
and this is explicit Kufr. And, within this; the faith, the
religion and the sacred law are all falsehood; because if
a lie is attributed to Allah in every way, then in which
facet of Islam can there be authenticity?67
Kufr 9
In the same assertion he admitted that it is permissible
for filth and defect to transpire in Allah but due to
wisdom He avoids this occurrence; this belief entails
likelihood of blemish, pollution, loss and defect in the
Majesty of Allah. This Kufr brings about thousands of
other infidelities.
It is stated in Alamghiri, Kufr words number three, Egypt
publisher, 1292 AH, on page 15,

a?3! a aq 8aa2I % a -a^
“If someone negates or affirms to such words, that leads
to an explicit defect attributed to the Majesty of Allah, is
a Kaafir”68

66

Ability to lie by Allah Almighty; Allah Forbid!
The topic of Imkaan e Kidhb requires background knowledge on
its subjects and vocabulary in order for one to appreciate the
analysis of Imam Ahmad Rida in this field. Refer to Subhaan AsSubbooh of Imam Ahmad Rida.
68
Fatawa Hindiya, Nuraani Kutub khana, Peshawar, Vol.2, pg 258
67
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Kufr 10
In the very same declaration, he considered the
truthfulness of Allah along with other Majestic Attributes
of Allah as a possibility69. According to the writer Allah
opts for prudence to save Himself from filth and fault,
which is similar to Kufr 3 in which the writer (Ismail
Dehlawi) claimed that the Knowledge of Unseen of Allah
as an elective, and all those things that are elective are
temporary and it will be renewed.
It is stated in Sharah Aqaaid-un-Nasafi on page 22,

"1%7 aI#NaJ a1D6 %a+V3 ar a^'a1#V
“Whosoever attains ability or intent from Him will be
temporary”70
And to claim the Attributes of Allah to be temporary is
Kufr.
It is in ‘Fiqh Akbar’ of Hadrat Imam A’zam Abu Hanifa
and in ‘Sharah Fiqh Akbar’ of Mulla Ali Qaari, Hanafi
Press, 1269 AH, on page 29,

a</%% aI+,a% a/&ka- a./a^(a/&k6%aI+,asa.K6 a a)8
C
 ) >aaaaaeU% aF
69

Allah’s Attributes are Absolute, Eternal, compulsory in its
Existence. Here the author (Ismail Dehlawi) deems the Attributes of
Allah as a ‘possibility’ which leads to the evil conclusion of being
partial and non-permanence.
70
Sharah Aqaaidun Nasafi, Daarul Ishaa’at Al Arabiya, Kandahar,
Afghanistan, pg 23
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“All the Attributes of Allah Ta’ala are Eternal. Neither are
they a creation nor they are newly created. So the one
who claims them to be temporary or part of the creation,
or hesitates to believe in them or doubts about them; is
a Kaafir”71
Kufr 11 to Kufr 19
In the same assertion he clearly expounded that in
those refutable aspects (such as having children, wife,
fatigue, weakness and so forth) in which Allah is praised
can be attributed to Allah otherwise there is no any
praise. Therefore, for Allah to sleep (Kufr 11), to doze
(Kufr 12), to wander (Kufr 13), to forget (Kufr 14); for
Allah to have a wife (Kufr 15), a son (Kufr 16), fear for
His servants (Kufr 17), a partner in His Kingdom (Kufr
18), support due to weakness (Kufr 19) and so forth; is
justified after negating this things to praise Allah.

الَ َتأْ ُخ ُذهُ سِ َنة
“Slumber seizes Him not, nor sleep”72

نسى
َ الَّ يَضِ ُّل َربِّى َوالَ َي
“My Lord neither errs nor forgets”73

ًصا ِح َب ًة َوالَ َو َلدا
َ َر َّب َنا َما ٱ َّت َخ َذ
71

Ar-Raudh-ul-Azhar sharah Fiqa al-Akbar, Section of ‘Al Baari Jal
Shaana mausoof fil Azal, Mustafa Al Baabi publication, Egypt, pg 25
72
Holy Qur’an 2:255
73
Holy Qur’an 20:52
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“He has neither taken a woman nor a child”74

َوالَ َي َخافُ ُع ْق َبا َھا
“And He feared not the consequences thereof”75

ُّ ك فِى ْٱلم ُْلكِ َولَ ْم َي ُكنْ لَّ ُه َولِيٌّ م ََّن
ٌ َو َلم َي ُكنْ لَّ ُه َش ِري
ٱلذ ِّل
“No one is partner in His Kingdom and none is supporter
of Him because of weakness”76
Anything that is contrary to the above Qur’anic verses is
Kufr.
Kufr 20 & Kufr 21
In ‘Siraat e Mustaqeem’, Ziaee publication, 1285 AH, on
page 175,

a2M+ 1aR a2M 1a2M#G'a%a0$a 7Na\K%1a! a)#Da`a24at`a#a: +a:1aPaaM+/a1 aK 1a\@]a%aLa#DacDa 1+/
aO Dab #aE9Za@]a%a[ aQ# #al!]al a )aa#aQ#aR a 7Na\%1
##
“The connection with one’s spiritual guide should be
(such that) one day Allah’s Hand of Power holds his
right hand and Allah presents various esteemed and
majestic objects of heavenly assets to him and He says,

74

Holy Qur’an 72:3
Holy Qur’an 91:15
76
Holy Qur’an 17:111
75
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‘I have given you these things and I shall grant you
more”77
It is stated on page 13, “conversation and dialogue will
be attained”78
It is also on page 15, “and sometimes actual
conversations do occur”79
Qadhi Ayaadh says in his Shifa Sharif,

C
C
ae 5aN8% a+ %a a '# a! a%au a+N%%a  ) > a an' a^
C
a av% %a  ) > a4 Aa '# a^ae 5%a^(&4( ah($a
( %
“If a person claims to be a believer of Oneness and
Highness of Allah, but if he attributes a wife or son to
Him, is a Kaafir by consensus. Similarly, (a person is a
Kaafir) if he claims companionship with Allah in such a
way that he ascends and converses with Him”80
It is also stated in Shifa Sharif on the 362th page,
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Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab chaaram, khaatima dar bayaan paaraa
azzwaaraadat, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 164
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Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat raabiy’a, dar bayaan thamaraat
hubbe ishqi, Salafiya publishers, Lahore, pg 12
79
Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab sawwam, Fasl chaaram, takmala dar
bayaan sulook, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 143
80
Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl fi baayaan maa hu
minal muqalaat, Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania
publishers, Vol. 2, pg 268
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ag(4 a a+ V a- % a"! ah+ aa aJ %a a N a- a!a '# a^ae 5%
aJ5a1a&ag6wa^ a1, aB- %a1(Ia^a0 %a!A a0D+ %
C
&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a !&
“Likewise a liar who asserts that Allah sends revelation
upon him, even though he does not declare
Prophethood; or he claims to climb up to the skies,
enters the heavens, eats from its fruits, embraces the
heavenly damsels; all those who say such are infidels
and they contradict the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam”81.
If such is the verdict for a person to be a claimant of
interactions with the heavenly damsels, then what would
be the verdict for a person who claims to shake hands
with Allah?
In ‘Tauhfa ithnaa Ashariya’ it is recorded,

axaf/aT) aE9G' aa( %a $!a^N1#a&a2d a^N1#
2Max+-% +Daf!$
“It is possible (for Allah to converse with) a Nabi at the
time of Annunciation, also during conversation or
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Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl fi baayaan maa hu
minal muqalaat, Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania
publishers, Vol. 2, pg 270-271
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supplication; because a Nabi’s humanity (Bashariyyat) is
profound in the Court of Allah”82
From this development it is clearly explained that a
dialogue with Allah is restricted with Prophethood.
Therefore any person who alleges an actual
conversation with Allah is clearly declaring himself to be
a prophet.
It is documented in ‘Tafseer Azeezi’ in Surah Baqarah,
118th verse, Calcutta publication, 1249 AH, on page 423,
commenting on the verse:

َّ ُون َل ْوالَ ُي َكلِّ ُم َنا
َ ِين الَ َيعْ َلم
َ َو َقا َل ٱلَّذ
ُ ٱ
“And the illiterates spoke, ‘Why Allah speaks not to us”

a G(Oa)1aa+!(Fa (-a a Ka2Ma0F$aR a\bLal aE9!
a+- aQ+M-a2MaJ( aaRSa^ % a9`aaK!Za2M+!&aPa0$%@'aE9 +D
C
aR aQs%a[G4 %a"&V aF&'ag- %a9G(a2Ma?ka)1aJS%
aa24-Sat9a La +Da G(Oat9aP`a#Ua (-a4a@LZ 1
#KMaFUa aR (y` 1a(O)
“Their motive for this speech was ignorance because
they did not understand that the ability to converse with
Allah is a highly esteemed distinction; whereas these
people had not yet reached the beginning of faith. This
distinction only belongs to the Angels and the Prophets.
Other than these nobody has this right; therefore, to
82

Tauhfah ithnaa Ashariya, Baab shasham, dar bahas nabuwwat,
Suhail Academy, Lahore, pg 164
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request Allah for His ‘conversation’ is similar in
requesting Allah to convert everyone into angels and
prophets”83
In ‘Sharah Aqaaid’, Jalaali publishers, Egypt, on page
106, there is an ideal argument against the person who
claims of having an actual conversation with Allah in this
world; such a claimant is a Kaafir,

a^aa( a ka%aF) a &' a0a"! aTV!aUa( (
C
a07 a&'a^! a)Da&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a- %a^ + a  1%z
C
^&V( a"&8
“The actual conversation with Allah is attributed to
Prophethood and this distinction is amongst many
excellences in Prophethood. Therefore to proclaim that
one speaks with Allah is in contradiction with various
necessities in the religion; such as the rejecting the
finality of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam”84
Kufr 22
In Siraate Mustaqeem on page 12,

ٍ
a{NGaRja-a ! a6G3M a#Da+U(a2MaT&/aB& )a +UaRSa&($aK
a&a2M% a2 +Za;M %%aBNa 7Na}aR #%-aa?kUal a
aB ~al  aK aE aa-!]a##La aR(OaB'aB& aa a2d,
83

Fathul Azeez (Tafseer Azeezi), Surah Baqarah, Verse 2/118,
Mujtabaai Delhi publication, pg 467.
84
Al Dawaani alal aqaaidul adadiyah, bahas tauba se qabl,
Mujtabaai Delhi publication, pg 106
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a a!9SaZa+ a &A)a^a+Ua 4s1#aG'%a0$aBNL aa#
24-11#a  %
“One of the things is the intense and continuous spiritual
relationship with one’s spiritual guide (peer). It must be
understood that this guide is not the channel through
which the blessings or guidance of Allah are received;
however the Guide is only followed out of love. One of
the elderly of this spiritual path have said, ‘If Allah
bestows manifestations upon me directly, without the
face and the figure of my spiritual guide, then paying
attention to such manifestations is futile’”85
I have an enquiry for the spiritual guides of this person
(Ismail Dehlawi) to provide a verdict, from their
principles, for the above quoted paragraph. And also
ask him the reason for his double standards that he
articulates one thing at one place and pronounces
something contrary to that in another which will result
him to be declared a heretic.
In Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 156,

 HJa#!!8 O  !) M
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Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat thaalitha, point 2, Salafiyaa
publishers, Lahore, pg 11
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¸
78 sµ¶¡·"¶¡·¹#)!º! » ¼9½)
 ! ½¾ HJ¿7À
f1a07aK a2La[%,af# aE؎LÂ Â Ã!#6Ä  Å
“The circumstance of the Best of Creation SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam is such, in the Court of Allah, that by
listening to a few words from a Bedouin; he trembled out
of fear and lost consciousness. Then what else could we
say about those people who seem to have a brotherly
relationship or a friendship between themselves and
Maalik ul Mulk; and these people proclaim such
astonishing things that they say, ‘if Allah has to reveal
Himself without the figure of my spiritual guide then I will
not look at Him’. May Allah protect us from these
assertions!”86
I ask, whether having a conversation by holding hands
is in relation to a brotherhood or friendship?
Kufr 23
In Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 14,

YU7» 8 YU7 HÀvoÆÇLMNO 6v u ]È
“As many Prophets came they were commanded by
Allah to proclaim the very same message to the people:
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Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al Fasl-ul khaamis fi raddal ishraak fil aadaat,
Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 39
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‘Believe in Allah only, and do not believe in anyone
besides Allah’”87
On page 16 and 17,

ÉU 9½7»UZ[Y^
 _`
“Allah Saahib said not to believe in anything besides
Me”88
And on page 18 it is stated,

Ja-aa 4 MaEa>
“Besides Allah don’t believe in anyone”89
And on page 7,

JÊËÌU7!
“To believe in others is insanity”90
In these expressions, he denied the necessity of
believing in the fundamental aspects of Islam; such as
Prophets, Angels, Judgement Day, Heaven, Hell and so
87

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al Fasl-ul awwal fi ijtinaab anil ishraak,
Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 10
88
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al Fasl-ul awwal fi ijtinaab anil ishraak,
Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 12
89
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al Fasl-ul awwal fi ijtinaab anil ishraak,
Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 12
90
Taqwiyatul Imaan, First section on explaining Tauheed and Shirk,
Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 5
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forth. He also projected this scandal in the cloak of the
commandment of Allah and His Messengers. This Kufr
is also a package of many other infidelities. It is crucial
for every Muslim to believe in Allah and likewise all
these things (Hell, Heaven, Messengers, Books and so
forth) are also part of faith and to believe in them is
necessary. Whosoever does not; will become a Kaafir.
Every Urdu-speaking person understands that ‘to
believe’ (in Urdu = maan’naa) means to accept and to
have faith. The linguistics regard ‘to believe’ (maan’naa)
as faith and ‘not to believe’ (na maan’naa) as Kufr.

ون
َ ِين َك َفرُو ْا َس َوآ ٌء َع َلي ِْھ ْم أَأَ َنذرْ َت ُھ ْم أَ ْم َل ْم ُت ْن ِذرْ ُھ ْم الَ ي ُْؤ ِم ُن
َ إِنَّ ٱلَّذ
“It is alike whether you warn them or warn them not,
they will never believe”91

ون
َ َل َق ْد َح َّق ْٱل َق ْو ُل َع َل ٰى أَ ْك َث ِر ِھ ْم َف ُھ ْم الَ ي ُْؤ ِم ُن
“Undoubtedly, the word has been proved against most
of them, so they shall not believe”92

ُ
ك
َ نز َل إِ َلي
َ ي ُْؤ ِم ُن
ِ ون ِب َمآ أ
“They believe in that which has been sent down to you
(O Holy Prophet)”93

ِين
َ ِين َك َّذبُو ْا ِبآ َيا ِت َنا َو َما َكا ُنو ْا م ُْؤ ِمن
َ َو َق َطعْ َنا دَ ِاب َر ٱلَّذ

91

Holy Qur’an 2:6
Holy Qur’an 36:7
93
Holy Qur’an 4:162
92
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“And cut off the roots of those who belie Our Signs and
they were not believers”94

ون ِبآ َيا ِت َنا َف ُق ْل َسالَ ٌم َع َل ْي ُك ْم
َ ِين ي ُْؤ ِم ُن
َ ك ٱلَّذ
َ َوإِ َذا َجآ َء
“And when those who believe in Our signs come to you
then say to them, ‘Peace be upon you’”95

ُ
ا َو َمآل ِئ َك ِت ِه
ِ ّ ون ُك ٌّل آ َم َن ِب
َ نز َل إِ َل ْي ِه مِن رَّ ِّب ِه َو ْالم ُْؤ ِم ُن
ِ آ َم َن الرَّ سُو ُل ِب َما أ
َو ُك ُت ِب ِه َو ُر ُسل ِِه
“The Messenger believed in that which was sent down
to him from his Lord and the believers all accepted Allah
and His Angels and His Books and His Messengers”96
See! Allah said that the believers believed in Allah, His
Angels, Books, and all the Messengers. Meanwhile, this
individual (Ismail Dehlawi) alleged that, Allah said, ‘not
to believe in anyone besides Him’.

ُون
َ ِين ٱسْ َت ْك َبر ُۤو ْا إِ َّنا ِبٱلَّذ ِۤي آ َمن ُت ْم ِب ِه َكا ِفر
َ َقا َل ٱلَّذ
“The proud ones said, ‘in that which you believed we
disbelieve’”97
Therefore, according to the author of Taqwiyatul Imaan,
it is clearly ordained that we must not bring faith to other
than Allah, i.e. the Angels, the Messengers and so forth;
what can be a greater Kufr than this?
94

Holy Qur’an 7:72
Holy Qur’an 6:54
96
Holy Qur’an 2:285
97
Holy Qur’an 7:76
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If someone reflects new meanings to his words or
perchance a person may get a whispering from the
devils that the author of such a statement may have not
literally intended such a conclusion then, firstly, why
interpret if the words are explicit? It is in Shifa Sharif,

03 6ai 8a a a0 % %
“Interpretation is not accepted for explicit words”98
Secondly, Ismail
interpretations;

Dehlawi

closed

the

doors

to
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“It is improper to accept that the meaning of
disrespected words may be different to that which is
explicitly uttered. To say puzzling things is set aside for
different occasion. No person will speak punned or
coaxed language in front of his father or king. For this
the friend of his may be aware of the meaning but not
the father or the king”99
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Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Al qismur raabia’, al Baabul
azal, Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania publishers, Vol. 2,
pg 209-210
99
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al Fasl-ul khaamis, Lahore, pg 39
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Amazingly, in the very same book ‘Taqwiyatul Imaan’
part two, Tadhkirul ikhwaan, translated by Sultan Khan,
Farooqi publishers, on page 73, it is stated,

  
Q 

J!ãf8 YU7 ÝJmnO Þ!ßLà á!)â

“It is a sign of faith to love the Companions of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam. Whosoever does
not believe in them are destined for the Fire”100
Glory to Allah! The second part of the book informs us
that those who do not believe in the companions are the
denizens of Hell Fire and the first part of the book
alleges that, let alone the companions, but those who
believe in the Messengers (other than Allah) are also
the denizens of Hell Fire. Allah is Sufficient for the
believers in the war.
Kufr 24
In Siraate Mustaqeem, on page 38,

aB +8aL aP`a:9 Ua1#aB3,a$%a^%a+Ua ag- a+&3a$%a^a 3 +8
a2,8%a8Vka. / a%a.  1#aBNa 7Na2Z %az1a2MaT&3 a K
aVkUaJ&%aWGD a1#a25%a2 #(,a%a8Da+93'a1#aJG;%
+ (-a a2 1#a#Da &$a1!

100

Tazkirul Ikhwaan, Second part of Taqwiyatul Imaan, Fasl-ul
raabia’ fi zikrus Sahaaba, Aleemia androon publishers, Lahori gate,
Lahore, pg 105
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“The truthful person (Siddique) is a follower of a Prophet
and a researcher in the laws of Shari’ah. If the truthful
person is pious at heart then he recognises the specific
deeds or specific actions and qualities that may result in
the Pleasure or Displeasure of Allah; accepted or
refuted beliefs that are particular in nature, likes and
dislikes in the person’s habits. He does all these through
the natural light that is filled in his heart”101
On page 39 he continues,

a#DaT&/a #FaE a#a[& a$%aa%+ 1% aQ15a1 al a[N aP`
a.% a$aa&'%a('ahUa &a1#a% av 1+- aT4ab #%a8VD
a% a &$a1a-a2Ma03 a KL %ax+&3)a -I%a2Ma 33,)aQ+Ua08N
a;M %a%+a 1% a'Ua&a[&'aP`a+ a a -(!Z 1a 1% a &aE94
C
a &a1#a[G4 %a"&V aF&'ag- a2~Ma%a &$a1-a2~Ma+M1a 
aO- a=M aO%a2LaR aO- a#LU 1a% a2&a[N aNa%a2 U
a a!aiUan'a1#a - aa N%aT UKa a24 a UaF-S5D aB ~a@-%
+!-aEa !~a N 1aRSa.(a0Z aE7 %+! aa )ah%
“Hence the stated law is manifested to him in two
methods; a) particularly through the witnessing of his
heart and b) generally by delving into formulas of
Shari’ah. From the first method, the acquiring of
knowledge is an exploration (tahqeeqi) and the second
method of acquiring is simply acceptance without
analysis (taqleedi). If he is pious at mind, then his inner
101

Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat raabia’ dar bayaan thamaraat
hubbe imaani, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 33 & 34
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light is more inclined towards the formulations.
Therefore, the formulations of derivation in Shari’ah are
provided for him in two ways; a) by his inner
consciousness and b) by the intermediation of the
Prophets [peace be upon them]. Hence in terms of
deriving formulations in Shari’ah and laws and
commandments of the society, we may accept him as a
pupil of the Prophets as well as the colleague of the
Prophets. There is one way he may be informed (of
such knowledge) and that is the way of particular type of
revelation, which is known as Nufath fir Ru’ in the laws
of Shari’ah and some scholars label this as ‘hidden
revelation’ (wahi-e-baatin)”102
Then on page 40 he further writes,

a&'a! a 1aR a&'%a+!!a  )a2 8%%a2 1a ! al(O
+!-aEa2(NaaQ+-a 3&axZa Na^ a2M“This meaning we interpret it as his Imaamat and
execution in testimonies of Shari’ah. And his knowledge
is as a reflection of the knowledge of the Prophets
however this is not attained via open revelation. We
name this as Hikmah (wisdom)”103
Advancing to page 41,

102

Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat raabia’ dar bayaan thamaraat
hubbe imaani, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 34
103
Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat raabia’ dar bayaan thamaraat
hubbe imaani, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg. 35
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C
aEa@9a2Ma2(V'aa (4a- a2{,a0daE{,(a 1% a+6
+!!
“Therefore it is vital that we establish him as immune
like how the Prophets are immune (from sins and faults),
which we label as infallibility”104
On page 42,

a< k 1ag- asa2(V'%a2O$%%a2(N%a^~a N%a I aa - +a:;3!a 'aK a.(al af1 aa - +-%aa2Ma2'+ah D aP!$aK %a2!M
+- aQ+U
“Do not assume that it is contrary to the Sunnah or it is
an innovation to attribute hidden revelation, wisdom,
impressive personality and infallibility to those who are
non-Prophets. And also do not take for granted that
such magnificent personalities are annihilated from the
face of this world”105
The above deviant statements have evidently exposed
his beliefs that some unique personalities have gained
the knowledge of Shari’ah partially and abundantly via
their own illuminated hearts without the intermediation of
the Prophets.

104

Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat raabia’ dar bayaan thamaraat
hubbe imaani, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 35
105
Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat raabia’ dar bayaan thamaraat
hubbe imaani, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, Pg. 36
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In terms of the special or particular laws of Shari’ah,
they receive revelations; and in one way they are the
followers of the Prophets and in another way they are
free from the jurisprudence of the Prophets so that they
are philosophers and researchers of the Shari’ah
themselves. They are pupils of the Prophets as well as
their colleagues. Investigated knowledge is that which
they acquire, without the jurisdiction of the Prophets,
from their so-called hidden revelations in their hearts.
Whatever is gained from the Prophets is only an
acceptance without analysis, and they are equal to the
knowledge of the Prophets; the only difference is that
the Prophets receive open revelations meanwhile these
‘special people’ acquire hidden revelations. They are
also infallible (maa’soom) similar to the Prophets and
this calibre is known as wisdom.
This is an explicit endeavour to categorise some socalled unique individuals under the banner of
Prophethood.
If one’s nature is infallible and that one acquires the
commandments of the law; prohibitions and permissions
of actions and beliefs, without the interference of the
Prophets, as a revelation; then which other definition,
other than this, satisfies Prophethood? Therefore, if any
revelation is hidden then this does not signify
contradiction to the definition of Prophethood since
several Prophets indeed received hidden revelations.
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It is said that Hadrat Dawood [peace be upon him]
would acquire revelation which were hidden in nature as
it is narrated by Imam Badrud-Deen Mahmood Ayni
from ‘Umdatul qaari Sharah Bukhari’. The Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam himself received hidden
revelation, known as Nufath fir Ru’, for numerous
commandments regarding the law of Shari’ah. The
scholars have enlisted seven different ways in which
revelations would descend upon the Prophets (peace be
upon them), and also enlisted amongst them is the
hidden revelation as per ‘Umdatul Qaari’.
It is impossible to negate the claim of Prophethood due
to the pretence of hidden revelation upon a person
along with infallibility, truthfulness and wisdom. It is
recorded in ‘Mishkaat Sharif’, Ansaari publication, 1302
AH, on page 444,

C
C
a&'a  ) > a &8 > a.M1a./a./a!'a  ) > a z1a# 4a^ a^'
a^ 4-aJ a '%1a a-am+3 ai%1aJ %./aJ a a +, a5a&M%
/K1a0(4)a Na ()

“It is narrated from Ibn Mas’ood Radiallaho anhu that the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam said, ‘The Holy
Spirit (Jibraeel) revealed within me that a living person
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shall not die until his sustenance has been granted to
him in full’106
This has been narrated by Baghawi in ‘Shara Sunnah’. I
say that such narrations have been recorded by Imam
Haakim from him and Bazzaar recorded in his ‘Musnad’
from Hadrat Huzaifa; and Tabraani recorded in his
‘Kabeer’ from Imam Hasan ibn Ali but he did not
mention Jibraeel as Imam Bayhaqi mentions from Ibn
Mas’ood RadiAllahu anhu.
It is stated in Shifa Sharif, in the list of infidelities, Kufr
number 12,
“The one who claims to be receiving revelation (wahi) is
a Kaafir even though he does not declare
prophethood”107
In Tafseer Azeezi, on page 442,

24-a^(a -aM)aJ%+a'Ua[N a2 
“Impossible it is to acquire the gnosis of the
commandments of Shari’ah without the intermediation of
the Prophets”108
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Mishkaatul Masabih, Baab Tawakkul was Sabr, Al Fasluth thaani,
Mujtabaai publications, Delhi, pg 452
107
Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl fi baayaan maa hu
minal muqalaat, Vol. 2, pg 270
108
Fathul Azeez (Tafseer Azeezi), Bayaan ifraat firqa Imaamiya,
Mujtabaai publications, Delhi, pg 449
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Allama Abdul Ghani Naablusi [may Allah have mercy on
him] said in his ‘Hadiqatun Nadiya’ on page 211,

a' a[N6 a 3&)ax'#a!aQ$%a^ah($6a ,6aa.3 a 5
C
"-ax'#ae =%a -a;M %Ga  ) > a^
“This statement is Kufr as per the consensus of the
Ummah due to many reasons. One reason is that the
declaration of receiving a command directly from Allah
without the intermediation of a Prophet, is itself
declaration of Prophethood.”109
In Tauhfa ithnaa ashariyaa,
Hadrat Abdul Azeez Sahib says,

Muhaddith-e-Dehlawi

a:z%a%a#%a a-D1#aa+Sa N%a 1+M a2!a(~aa2M aLa-S
aGM as%aGM aWaK aE4aa  KaQ@(`a24s%1#a+ (-a0(N
2U #aEa&4 1al a4/a]avANaQ+Ua-a+M a2!a(~a -aa09/
“It is said that Fatima binte Asad received Wahi that ‘Go
to the Kaaba and give birth to your child’, this is a lie and
has no basis. Every Islamic and non-Islamic sect
rejected the Prophethood of Fatima bint Asad. How can
Hajjaaj accept this?”110
Hence, the ridiculous phrases (of Ismail Dehlawi) are,
without a doubt, words of infidelity. The serious
109

Hadiqatun Nadiyya Sharah Tariqatum Muhammadiyya
Tauhfa ithnaa Ashariya, kaid hashtaa do haftam, Suhail
Academy, Lahore, pg 79
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statements such as ‘the non-Prophets are free from the
jurisprudence of the Prophets and that any pious person
may research and bring about the Laws without the
Prophet’s interference’ and ‘the knowledge of the pious
being equal to the Prophets and they being their
colleagues’ and assimilating to the teachings of the
Shiites by admitting pious persons as infallible; these
are indeed serious. Here, I shall only include a single
narration of Shah Waliyullah from ‘Durral thamain’,
Ahmadi publications, on page 4 and 5,

C
aJ a a %a  a^'a-N%1a6 Ma&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a2 *M
aJ a2'a23 a( %a[6 a a^an a5aJG;%a0~aF5
aa 5%a!~aN%a a N( a'~a( a[V ( aa+!'a[6
C
 ) > aF,/a"! aDa1- a[@&4 a5(a ! a ! 
“I spiritually asked the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam about the Raafidhiis (Shiites). The Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam replied; that their
teachings are incorrect and the recognition of their
falsehood is evident from their use of the word ‘Imam’.
When I regained consciousness, I understood that
according to them an Imam is he who is sinless
(ma’soom), following him is obligatory and upon whom
the inner revelations are acquired. And this is an exact
definition of a Prophet; therefore they reject the finality
of the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet SallAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam. May Allah destroy these people!”111

111

Al Durrath thamayn Shah Waliyullah
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See! The very leadership, infallibility and the inner
revelations are considered, by Shah Waliyullah [may
Allah have mercy on him], as a necessitating factor of
refuting finality of Prophethood. The Shiites are worthy
of earning the curse, as per Shah Waliyullah, then why
should not he (Ismail Dehlawi) earn this curse? May he
be cursed and together with them (Shiites) may he be
chained in the dungeons. Ameen!
This should be the case with his Peer Sahib, Rai Bareily
Sayyid Ahmad. In the gatherings of Nawab Ameer
Khan 112 , there were some fools amongst the knights,
such a pity on them that they were ignorant, gullible and
blind people, and these so-called scholars gave a
lesson to the people that there are some Friends of
Allah who are similar to the Prophets. Herewith they
instilled in their ignorant hearts that such individuals are
still at large on the surface of the earth and always will
be until the Last Day.
Here he declared that such calibre of unique
personalities is known as wisdom and at the end of the
book he proclaims that his Peer Sahib converses and
shakes hands with Allah; therefore he exposes his
resultant ridicule as he (Ismail Dehlawi) says,

112

Nawaab Ameer Khan was the leader of the Jihad movement
against the Sikh community in the north-western India. Sayyid
Ahmad and Ismail Dehlawi were amongst those who joined his
army to wage war against them for the purpose of freedom.
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aB ~a 6(a! )a+Sat`aZ+8a G al aQU %a:9/%al a.d
24- +A-Sa2(Na[& a<%a[F %a+M1a#Da\&'aQ%15a “These events and analogues of such matters became
evident in multiple times (in the life of my spiritual
guide), so that the miracles in the path of Prophethood
may reach its peak and the knowledge of wisdom may
establish through inspiration and mediation”113
Thus, it is exposed that in today’s time we may find
sinless “Peer Sahibs” who receive revelations and
commandments from Allah Ta’ala directly without the
need of an intermediary Prophets. They are free from
the Prophet’s jurisprudence and that they have
exceeded in such a vast knowledge that they are now
the colleagues of the Prophets.
Look at the cunningness of this person that initially he
did not say ‘My Peer is sinless, my Peer receives wahi’,
but this person watered the soil by informing the people
that there are some special servants of Allah who have
these distinctions. Thereafter he pruned the tree by
warning the people that they must not assume that such
people do not exist nowadays but they will continue to
be present in every generation. Thereafter he revealed
to the people at the end of his book that his Peer is the
same person of wisdom who is unique and upon him is
the excellences he had mentioned earlier.

113

Siraate Mustaqeem, khaatima dar bayaan paara az wa iraadat
wa muaamlaat, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 165
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So now he placed the foundation of a new insurgency
but there were three obstacles in his path; the greatest
challenge was the Qur’anic declaration of the 40th verse
of Surah Ahzaab:

َّ ان
َ ِّين َو َك
َ ٱ َو َخا َت َم ٱل َّن ِبي
ِ َّ ان م َُح َّم ٌد أَ َبآ أَ َح ٍد مِّن رِّ َجا ِل ُك ْم َو َل ٰـكِن رَّ سُو َل
َ مَّا َك
ُٱ
ِب ُك ِّل َشيْ ٍء َعلِيما
“Muhammad is not the father of any of your men. Yes,
He is the Messenger of Allah and the last one among all
the Prophets. And Allah is Sufficient as a Reckoner”
What shall be the answer to this? To this his reply is his
belief that it is possible for Allah to speak lies. And it is
evident that if Allah’s Words are not considered
Absolute and Truthful amongst the people and that if His
Words becoming false are contemplated to be
permissible in the faith; then there won’t be any
objection from the above Qur’anic verse.
The second challenge is that his Peer Sahib did not
know simple alphabet (as he was illiterate). For this
someone may object that how can a Prophet be uneducated, as this is insanity. This objection was
answered by informing the people that his Peer Sahib
was born with brilliance similar to the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, therefore he remained
illiterate.
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It is on page 4,

a&'afja2 M1af!$a2Fa.(aR a 7Na 'aP-a4aK
C
a ;ai a&'ag!aQ+UaW&ka ;ag+1#a (&4 %a"&V a07
aQ+-aEVa 3)%a ,)%a[GaJ +!(- #aQ 1%a(M1a[&'aa3-aK aR
a#
“Hence, his Excellency (Rai Ahmad Barelvi) was made
to be born with similarities as the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam which was instilled within him
as his nature. This is why his basic knowledge was pure
from the customary education, scholarly verdicts and
lectures”114
Alas! He made an effort to conceal his Peer Sahib’s
defects by incepting an illusion of being similar to the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam. As for the
person who associates similitude to the Messenger of
Allah, it is mentioned in Shifa Sharif on page 336,

aئ1#aJ a 5aB,a /a a ;V( aN1@'6%a M a{'a6%a"! a/%
^A4 %af#6 a03 a!'
“Such a person neither honoured the Messengership
nor did he respect the Prophethood. He did not revere
the sanctity of the Final Messenger SalAllahu ‘alayhi

114

Siraate Mustaqeem, Khutaba kitaab, Salafiyaa publishers,
Lahore, pg 4
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wasallam. If he does not receive death penalty then his
punishment is imprisonment”115
In Shifa Sharif, on page 337,

ٍ X
 $%aaV3-a a 5aJ%a a Sa a ! aJ
“It is an evidentiary miracle (Mu’jiza) for the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam to be unlettered,
meanwhile it is a defect and ignorance for this person
(who dishonoured Prophethood) to be unlettered”116
The third and final obstacle was the dire apprehension
of presenting a miracle. If some people demand for it or
if they request for a knowledgeable objection, then for
such a case he wrote a harsh answer. In Taqwiyatul
Imaan, second part, Sultan Khan Translation, on page
16 and 17,
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Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl al wajah al khaamis,
Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania publishers, Vol. 2, pg
230
116
Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl al wajah al khaamis,
Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania publishers, Vol. 2, pg
233
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“Not to consider someone a Prophet on the basis of not
producing a miracle is the custom of the Jews,
Christians, idolaters, hypocrites, and the early Meccans.
The Prophet of Allah was commissioned to eradicate
this very type of ideology, thereafter whosoever became
a Muslim and possessed this habit (of asking for a
miracle) then such a person incurred the displeasure of
Allah and was arrested in the Wrath of Allah and
became enlisted amongst the enemies of Allah”117
Pity on the people! Now they will fear to file an objection
against these types of elucidations, so they will not have
enough strength to demand for evidentiary miracle from
this Peer Sahib. Now the path is clear. Peer Sahib’s
pinion of the stamp is in his personal name ‘Ahmed’. In
the lectures Peer Sahib’s name started accompanying
‘SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam’, but the Power of Allah
defeated their contagious play-game. The dagger of the
Pathans stroked him with an immense clout which
resulted in his end!118

ِين
َ  َربِّ ْٱل َعا َلم
ِ َّ ِ ِين َظ َلمُو ْا َو ْٱل َحمْ ُد
َ َف ُقطِ َع َد ِاب ُر ْٱل َق ْو ِم ٱلَّذ
“Then the unjust were uprooted completely; and all
praise belong to Allah, the Lord of all the Worlds”119

117

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Tazkirul ikhwaan, Fasl-ul awwal, Aleemia
androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 57
118
Some Afghani/Kurdish Muslims captured Ismail Dehlawi and
executed him for his blasphemous statements. The followers of
Ismail Dehlawi conceal this by remembering him as a martyr.
119
Holy Qur’an 6:45
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Kufr 25
In Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 60 he stated this Hadith,

 +A4)a2! ax3a 1 a2 *1*
“Say, if you have to pass near my grave then would you
prostrate before it?”
He translated this Hadith in the following manner,


1
78 9:6ú&ûS½9!sµÝ:ü/0
“Oh you, think! If you pass my grave then will you
prostrate to it?”
Thereafter he added an inflammatory insult that he
concocted himself for explaining the above Hadith,


"o ý#þ:@ #
“In other words; I too shall die one day and turn to
sand”120
His contemporaries and his guides should inform me:
from which Hadith are these words? Where are these
words mentioned in the above Hadith? Where is such a
commentary that states that ‘one day I will turn to sand’?
This is an open slander on the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam!

120

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Tazkirul ikhwaan, Fasl-ul khaamis, Aleemia
androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 42
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The Holy Prophet SallAllahu Alayhi Wasallam said,

1! a^aQ+ 3a &a +( a &'af5a^
“Whosoever attributes a lie upon me; then let him find
his abode in Hell”121
O Wahaabiya! Now tell me the destination of your
leaders as per the instruction of our Nabi SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam.
Our Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam informs us,

g-6 a#4$ a0)aJ a16 a &'a[N > aJ
“Verily, Allah has prohibited the ground to devour the
bodies of the Prophets”122
This Hadith has been narrated in Abu Dawood, Nasaai,
Ibne Majah, Musnad Imam Ahmed, Ibne Hibbaan, Ibne
Khuzaima, DaarQutni, Haakim, Abu Nuaim and many
others from Hadrat Aus ibne Aus RadiAllahu anhu. Ibne
Khuzaima, Ibne Hibbaan and DaarQutni have
established its authenticity as ‘Sahih’; and Imam Abdul
121

Sahih Bukhaari, Kitaabul uloom, Baab atham min kizb alaa Nabi
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, Qadeemi publication, Karachi, Vol.1, pg
21. Sahih Muslim, Taghleezul kizb alaa Nabi SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam, Qadeemi publication, Karachi, Vol. 1, pg 7.
122
Sunan Abu Dawood, Baab tafree’ abwaabul jumaah, Qadeemi
publication, Karachi, Vol.1, pg 150. Sunan Nasaai, Kitaabul Jumaah,
Nur Muhammad kaar khana tijaarat publication, Karachi, Vol.1, pg
204. Sunan Ibn Majah, Bab Maaja fi fazlil Juma, H. M Saeedi
Company, Karachi, pg 77
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Ghani and Imam Abdul Adheem Mundhiri have
considered this as good [hasan]. Haakim said that
according to Bukhari this Hadith is Sahih. Ibne Dahiya
has stated that this Hadith is Sahih, faultless and has
been narrated from the trustworthy and reliable chain of
transmission.
O Wahaabiya! See! Your leader has explicitly insulted
our Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam! Glory to
Allah! Allah has praised the servants of the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam (the martyrs) in the following
way,

ٌ مْو
ُون
َ ات َب ْل أَحْ َيا ٌء َول ٰـكِن الَّ َت ْش ُعر
َ َٱ أ
ِ َّ بيل
ِ َوالَ َت ُقولُو ْا ِل َمنْ ُي ْق َت ُل فِى َس
“And say not those who are killed in the path of Allah as
dead; but they are alive yes, you are unaware”123,

ون
َ مْواتا ً َب ْل أَحْ َيا ٌء عِ ن َد َرب ِِّھ ْم يُرْ َز ُق
َ َٱ أ
ِ َّ يل
َ َوالَ َتحْ َس َبنَّ ٱلَّذ
ِ ِين ُق ِتلُو ْا فِى َس ِب
“And those who have been slain in the way of Allah,
never think of them as dead; but they are alive with their
Lord, getting their subsistence”124.
One foolish arrogant who is fleeing away from the
beloveds of Allah and targeting the Beloved of the
beloveds, the Holy Prophet Muhammad SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam; with words so derogatory and that too
by utilising the Hadith of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam. He thereby informs the readers that
123
124

Holy Qur’an 2:154
Holy Qur’an 3:169
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the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam meant that
he will turn into the sand, Allah Forbid! On the Last Day,
Allah Willing, the chapter of dying and turning into sand
will be an subject itself and it will be questioned to him
and he will be ordered to present the authenticity of
such words.
How dare you slander the greatest Beloved of Allah,
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, with your deviant
explanation? Slandering the Holy Prophet, SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam, is a slander of Allah; and slandering
Allah is a sure path to Hell-Fire.

َإِنَّ ٱلَّذ َِين َي ْف َتر َُون َع َل ٰى َّ ِٱ ْٱل َكذ َِب الَ ُي ْف ِلحُون َم َتا ٌع َقلِي ٌل َو َل ُھ ْم َع َذابٌ أَلِي ٌم
“No doubt, those who forge a lie against Allah, they will
not prosper. There is a short enjoyment and for them is
the painful torment”125
It is recorded in Zarqaani Sharah Mawaahib, Egypt
publication, in volume 1, on page 106,

a)ANa.NaJ; am! ax*1a- avA, agF3 aa(a#(& a0 a 
C
aQ%ax+ a./a1%a# 'aJ; a(- a.3a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8
C
aJ a16 a &'aa[N > aJ a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a 3 aT 5)a-6a 5
g-6 a#4$ a0)

125

Holy Qur’an (16: 116-117)
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“Abul Abbaas has stated in his ‘Kaamil’ that one of the
reasons for the scholars who labelled Hajjaaj to be a
Kaafir was that once he saw some people performing
tawaaf of the blessed Tomb of the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam. He remarked (upon
observing this) ‘they are performing tawaaf of some
pieces of sticks and decomposed body’. Allama
Kamaaluddin Dumairi stated that due to this exclamation
(of Hajjaj), the scholars have declared his infidelity
because he contradicted the pure words of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam that Allah has
prohibited the ground to devour the bodies of the
Prophets”126
Note: These people who were circumambulating the
Tomb were definitely from Taabi’een [successors of the
Companions] or atleast Tabi Taabi’een 127 [followers of
the Successors] (since Hajjaaj ibn Yusuf Thaqafi was
born in 40 A.H and died in 95 A.H).
Kufr 26
In the initial pages of Taqwiyatul Imaan there is a
mention of some types of Shirk and it is explained in a
126

Sharah Zarqaani alal Mawaahib ladunya, al maqsadal awwal,
qastul feel, Darul Ma’arifa, Beirut, Vol.1, pg 90
127
Hadrat Imran ibn Husain [may Allah be pleased with him] relates
that the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam said, “The best
among you are those who co-exist with me (the Companions), then
those who follow them immediately (the Taabi’een-2nd
Generation), then (the third generation) which comes after them”.
(Riyaadus Saliheen with reference to Bukhari and Muslim, Chapter
56, Idaara Isha’at-e-Diniyat, New Delhi, Vol.1, pg 296)
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concise method that so and so words or actions fall into
such and such category of Shirk. Thereafter there are
five outcomes which are the elaboration of the earlier
concise explanations. Hence, on page 10, this is a part
of that synopsis,


 Q
 Q
9!7»Ý.RaO pE »JRO5 ost
J"ï6
“To fulfil needs is the Majesty of Allah only. This is not
attributed to any Prophet or a Friend of Allah. Whoever
calls upon them in the times of difficulty will become a
Mushrik”128
He wrote on page 12 as a continuum of the explanation,




L 9!7  9: O 8 O pE 7Ý
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“Whosoever respects the Prophets and the Pious in this
way and he calls upon them in times of need, then such
words ascertain Shirk. These four types of Shirk have
been explicitly mentioned in the Qur’an and Hadith. This
is why this chapter consisted of five outcomes”129

128

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Muqadma Kitaab, Aleemia androon
publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 7
129
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Muqadma Kitaab, Aleemia androon
publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 9.
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This introductory synopsis is an allegation and the
remainder of the book is the amplification of this claim.
Bear in mind this specific claim, “Whosoever calls upon
the Prophets and the Pious is a Mushrik”, thereafter
read the elaboration of this on page 29,




ÍË£¤R .! 62H!74é ²"^Ôst!L

Q
t746!f @fØ HJﬁç
“It is unjust and ridiculous to call upon such helpless
people, who can neither benefit nor harm anyone, in the
presence of the Allah’s Power. One should prove such
people’s calibre as worthless”130
This person affirmed the respected personalities of the
Prophets and the Pious as ‘worthless’. Is this not an
open insult? Is it not Kufr to insult the Prophets and the
Pious, as it is mentioned in Shifa Sharif and other
scholarly literatures?
Kufr 27
In the first section of Taqwiyatul Imaan, he provides
proof for the charge of Shirk upon calling the Prophets
and the Pious,

130

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al fasluth thaani, Aleemia androon
publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 7.
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“If our Creator is Allah and He created us then it is upon
us to ask only Him for help in every matter. What
concern do we have with others? If a person becomes a
servant of a king then he only relies upon the king for
every affair, he does not ask help even from another
king; then what is there to discuss about a shoe
keeper?131
Muslims! For the sake of your Imaan, tell me; can a
person, who has a grain’s weight of faith in his heart,
offer such ridiculous words in relation to the blessed
personalities of the Prophets and Friends of Allah?
Maybe he was indicating the truth that the people
around him are empty of belief as per the prophecy of
the Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam [see Kufr 1].
They do not have an atom’s weight of faith and for them
to have a lack of connection with the Prophets is
applicable. Furthermore, to believe in the Prophets is
Kufr according to his evil religion [see Kufr 23] then what
else is left for Imaan?

131

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al fasluth awwal, Aleemia androon
publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 11
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Kufr 28 & 29
This Kufr is the worst of all, on page 95 of Siraate
Mustaqeem,

aFa#Da$%Ka:Aa.Da-KaMM%aK a} aWaF7 a2(&aE973(
afj( M1af!$aLa^({ K aRSa.d %aUaE94a2(Oan8%a2M
aRSa.Da2Ma#DaDaHLa 181#aW yM K a)a+a)al +!a+!U
{ )
a1+/aRSa-aDa%aHLa.ka+4]aEaJ4- a.#a\ a+ 4a.G$ %
asa.G$ %a{ )a^ %a#3,a%aJFa&a{ )a-%a#a L+4]
a+aa#Ua a#V3%a,&aK(-1#a
“In relation to ‘wrong upon wrong’ it is better to be lost in
the thoughts of intercourse with one’s wife than to be
indulged in the thoughts of adultery. And to incline one’s
contemplation towards the blessed personalities, even
the Holy Prophet, is much worse than to be drowned in
the thoughts of one’s cow or donkey; because the
thoughts of them (Holy Prophet and the Pious) become
attached into the innermost element of one’s heart due
to their respect and gloriousness, on contrary to the
thoughts of a donkey or a cow - as to think of them is
insignificant and without due respect, and to respect and
reflect upon the honour of other than Allah in Namaaz
pulls one towards Shirk”132

132

Siraate Mustaqeem, Hidaayat thaaniya dar zikr mukhaalifat
ibaadat, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 86.
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Muslims! Muslims! For the sake of Allah, reflect on these
defiled precepts. To verge towards the thoughts of
Muhammad SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in prayer is
erroneous upon erroneous and it is worse than to be
indulged in the thoughts of an immodest woman and the
act of fornication with such filthy women, and it is much
worse to be drowned in the thoughts of the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam than the donkeys and cows.
Alas, neither the immodest woman showed her heart
nor the donkey caused harm, but humility was shown to
them by Muhammad SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in the
Qur’an by refreshing our minds with the verse ِّين
َ َخا َت َم ٱل َّن ِبي
and setting up fire to the courts of newly formed
‘Prophethoods’; therefore why shouldn’t there be a
grudge from them due to the poison brewing in their
hearts?133
Muslims! Do justice! Can such phrases be uttered from
an Islamic tongue and written from the Islamic pen?
Allah Forbid! Read the literature of the pundits and the
priests, who are open idolaters, and they have been
propagating to blemish the Illuminated Religion of Islam;
133

AlaHadrat Imam Ahmad Raza hereby is explaining to the Muslim
Ummah that the sole reason for the Wahaabi fraternity to defile
the respect for the Messenger of Allah SallAllahu Alayhi wasallam is
because our Beloved Powerful Nabi SallAllahu Alayhi Wasallam
inhibited the possibility of the emergence of another prophet, and
to attest on this Allah Ta’ala revealed the Verse of Finality of
Prophethood of Muhammad Mustafa SallAllahu Alayhi Wasallam;
hence the enemies are burning in jealousy and may they burn in
Hell due to it.
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but even in their articles you shall not obtain such
blasphemous words as these that insult the dignity of
your Beloved Messenger, your True Messenger
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam.
The idolaters penned down defilement to gain the
pleasures of this world, but observe this rival of Islam, or
applicable even, observe this rival of Prophethood by
tearing down his liver; for which argument or aim did he
inscribe such explicit demeaning statements in
connection to Muhammad SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam?
Did he not fear the punishment of the Mighty Lord on the
Last Day and its horrors?
Muslims! Does the Prophet [SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam]
not know regarding these foul words? Thereafter, would
it not have distressed the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam? Yes, yes, oath on Allah, oath on Allah, he
was informed. Oath on Allah, oath on Allah, those who
distress the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam are
cursed by the Overpowering Lord, in this world and the
Hereafter; for them is the grievous punishment and
intense persecution!

َّ ٱ َو َرسُو َل ُه َل َع َن ُھ ُم
ً ٱ ُ فِى ٱل ُّد ْن َيا َوٱآلخ َِر ِة َوأَ َع َّد َل ُھ ْم َع َذابا
َ ِين ي ُْؤ ُذ
َ إِنَّ ٱلَّذ
َ َّ ون
م ُِّھينا
“Undoubtedly, those who annoy Allah and His
Messenger, Allah’s curse is upon them in the world and
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in the Hereafter and Allah has kept prepared for them a
degrading torment”134.

ٱ َل ُھ ْم َع َذابٌ أَلِي ٌم
ِ َّ ون َرسُو َل
َ ِين ي ُْؤ ُذ
َ َوٱلَّذ
“And those who hurt the Messenger, for them is the
painful torment”135
Muslims! Look at the faith of these ‘pious individuals’;
installing shutters over the eyes of Imaan, blocking the
ears of Islam with their fingers; thereafter they hear
something and see something, all in the name of Islam;
following their desires in things that please them and
eradicating in matters painful for them. They disregard
the fundamentals of Islam and thereafter call
themselves followers of Islam? A Muslim is he regarding
whom the Holy Qur’an praises,

ٱ َو َر ُسولَ ُه َو َل ْو
َ ٱ َو ْٱل َي ْو ِم ٱآلخ ِِر ي َُوآد
ِ َّ ون ِب
َ الَّ َت ِج ُد َق ْوما ً ي ُْؤمِ ُن
َ َّ ُّون َمنْ َحآ َّد
وب ِھ ُم
َ ك َك َت
َ ير َت ُھ ْم أ ُ ْو َل ٰـ ِئ
َ َِكا ُن ۤو ْا آ َبآ َء ُھ ْم أَ ْو أَ ْب َنآ َء ُھ ْم أَ ْو إِ ْخ َوا َن ُھ ْم أَ ْو عَش
ِ ُ ب فِى ُقل
َ َ ٱإلي َم
ُوح ِّم ْن ُه
ِ
ٍ ان َوأ َّي َد ُھ ْم ِبر
“You will not find a people who believe in Allah and the
Last Day taking as their friends those who opposed
Allah and His Messenger, even though they may be
their fathers or their sons or their brethren or their
kinsmen. These are those in whose hearts Allah has

134
135

Holy Qur’an 33:56
Holy Qur’an 9:61
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inscribed faith and helped them with a spirit from
Himself”136
O Wahaabiya! If you are desirous to be Muslims then
instil the honour of Muhammad-ur-Rasulullah SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam inside your hearts. And detach yourself
from those who insult the blessed personality of
Muhammad SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam; even if that
person is to be your father, or if he is your loved one;
bear antagonism for that person, show aggression and
disgust for such person so much so that you should
detest that person’s shadow; curse the name of such
person.
Otherwise, if there is something other than Allah and His
Messenger that is more beloved to you; then your
proclamation of Islam is alien. Let there be justice! If
someone disgraces your father; then be thirsty for such
an individual’s blood. Illustrate avoidance to see the face
of such a fellow, even if the foot is raw - swallow it137
and do not vomit it somewhere in secret, do not bend
the vertical beam138. Do not dare to meet your eyes with
the Praise of Muhammad SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, on
contrary, be subservient to his Leadership, and
recognise his Friendship, believe him as a Master, show
abhorrence to those who display abhorrence to him.
136

Holy Qur’an 58:22
It is a phrase in Urdu where it means to tolerate every hardship
but do not tolerate a person who insults the Prophet salAllahu
‘alayhi Wasallam.
138
That is, do not compromise your Deen that is founded on the
Honour of the Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi Wasallam
137
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Constructing hundreds of arbiters to conceal your words
of insult; displaying concern for that person’s
sustenance, compiling various interpretations and
illustrating cold shoulder to the dignity of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in order to protect
someone? Is this Imaan? What type of Islam is this? Is
this the essence of Islam?

1 +Oa.@!(a2` %1aQ 1a\
“Look at you! Walking in reverse to the destination,
wake up!”
The anti-climax is that he (Ismail Dehlawi) spilled acid to
your irreligious efforts139 in an instant as it is recorded in
Taqwiyatul Imaan,

¸
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“It is improper to accept that the meaning of
disrespected words may be different to that which is
explicitly uttered, to say puzzling things is set aside for
different occasion. No person will speak punned or
coaxed language in front of his father or king, for this the

139

Addressing those who defend Ismail Dehlawi by giving various
shades of meanings for his blasphemous statements. The Deobandi
and Ahl e Hadith are meant here.
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friend of his may be aware of the meaning but not the
father or the king”140
Please do justice! As per the above-mentioned
statement there is no need to interpret any explicit insult
in an alternative form and I know that you shall not
understand this matter.
O reader! Place your hand on your heart, close your
eyes and reflect on the injustice exhibited by them.
Verily, if any Wahaabi should declare regarding his
father that his ears are similar to the donkey and his
nose resembles the calf- did not he insult his father with
these words? If some so-called respected Najdi stands
up and assimilates the voice of the Imam to that of the
dog and his saliva to that of a swine’s discharge, what
would be your opinion of him?
Would you keep him in your courtyard or would you
expel such an individual due to his disgraceful comment
with respect to the Imam?
Now you will understand that this wretched irreligious
buffoon inscribed blasphemy and insult in relation to our
Dignified Messenger, The Master of the ‘Arsh and
Universe SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam. He sliced our
hearts with the dagger of his insults, then how can we
preserve his books and literature in our homes? You
should notice the difference between examples and
reality. Herewith, we only brought you contentment of
understanding with comparisons; you would then realise
140

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al Fasl-ul khaamis, Lahore, pg 39
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how hurtful it would have been to label this as ‘wrong
upon wrong’ openly. May Allah curse the enemies of the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam!
Objection: Here, his followers construct utmost excuses
and they try to justify the words of Ismail Dehlawi into an
agreeable diction by elucidating that the words that are
inscribed were not with the intention of insult or
disrespect, but that these vulgar words amplify
emphasis on the sincerity in Oneness of Allah and this
precipitation of illusionary disrespect occurred due its
sort of explanation.
Refutation of the objection: If the intention of the heart
cannot be revealed via the words of the tongue then will
revelations descend illuminating us that so and so
person’s aim was such and such? Another question for
them is that who mandated the justification of vulgarity
as vile and abominable words applicable only in the
special intention of insult? Will it be an act of infidelity to
mock Allah and His Rasool only in those special
circumstances and being confined to the aim of insult?
Otherwise countless jests may be fashioned and the
excuse would be the same to project the words of Kufr
away from Kufr, but the conclusion is that these people
do not possess the quality of respect and
submissiveness to the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam. They regard mocking of this personality as
insignificant and try to furnish the insults inscribed by
their leader into alternate interpretations.
It is stated in Shifa Sharif on page 330,
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aJ aJ agGA a aaBN6a -d a$ a4 a+83 a0/a a[G a[+3)
> a &8aF$a a&)a^ %a a+3 6ag 1K6 %aT4& a+8/asa093
C
aV3-a&M%a&' > a &8a3Na a(a a(&a&M%a&'a  )
a &8aF$a aT4 a^ah-%a[G a^aq/% a.3 a^a4a ) aJ a0d
C
a% aAza% a FA a aMa+V3 a a- a.Na0 +aaJ %a&M%a&'a  ) >
a^a0/a.%6 a$ aNa 5a,aGa a1)a% ao-4 aza&/% M
d &)aJ%#
“In other words we understand the reality of that person
who, with intention, criticised the glory of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam. Another
circumstance is simple to understand that neither the
person had the intention of criticism and disdain nor
devoted himself to it but such a person uttered some
words of infidelity in connection with the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam which was criticism; for
example, he proclaimed something that was disrespect
or evil or some form of criticism however such a person
is seen externally as a one who would not have
intended these evil words but he blurted them out in
intoxication or out of ignorance or in haste. His tongue
did not have the power to impede such words; for such
a person the verdict is the same as for the former; he
must be killed without any delay”141

141

Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl-ul Qaal Al-Qaadhi
taqaddamul kalaam, Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania
publishers, Vol. 2, pg 222
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They attacked our heart of Islam with their spear and
dagger then how can we allow them to come within our
firm and truthful congregation of Islam? See the
difference in this factor that the examples we provided,
to make you understand this statement, are simply
limited to similarity. If the similitude has such vilification;
then how much worse will be to say ‘worse than’ [for the
Prophet] and what will become of the Muslims here?

C
C C
&M%a1%a %a M1a &'a  ) > a &8 > a.M1ag +' a &' > a! a6
Beware! Let the the curse of Allah be on the enemies of
the Messenger of Allah SalAllahu ‘alayhi Wasallam!
Muslims! Reflect on the seriousness of this matter. It is
‘worse than’ (according to him) for the thoughts of the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam to occur
because the one will receive the thoughts of dignity for
him. Whereas the thought of a donkey will come with
insignificance; therefore in Salaah the contemplation of
the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam will pull one
toward Shirk, according to this ‘Shirk-lover’.
All praises is due to Allah, the Glory of Muhammad
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam is higher and more eminent
than the Throne of Allah. It will not cause any harm if
any non-believer or priest should enthral to extinguish it.
The moonlight did not lose its shining light from the
barks of countless dogs.
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“The moonlight is spreading, the dogs are barking,
everyone’s nature is revealing”
According to this individual the contemplation of the
Messenger SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam drags one
towards Shirk because whenever it occurs it will occur
with grandeur; but oath on Allah, The Majestic, in the
sacred Law of Allah, Salaah without the reverential
contemplation of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam is invalid. Inform these “Moulvis” to
congregate every Shirk and advocate in the court of the
Powerful Lord, and complain to Him as to why did He
reveal such a Shari’ah which necessitates the recital of
‘At-Tahiyaat’ at the end of every two unit of Salaah,
wherein there is a compulsion to pronounce,

a) % > a(N1%a !  ae&'a[G4
“Peace be upon you, O Prophet, and mercy and
blessing be upon you”
Muslims! Does not the recital of this provide direct
injunction to contemplate the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam in Salaah? Verily it does, and without a
shadow of doubt his thoughts in the hearts of Muslims
will
invite
magnificence
and
greatness.
His
contemplation is enveloped with specialism and saluting
such a personality is in reality remembrance and
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honouring him. So the explicit injunction herewith is not
merely salutation but honouring and magnifying his
blessed being in the state of Salaah.

ُون
َ ِين الَ َيعْ َلم
َ َو َل ٰـكِنَّ ْٱل ُم َنا ِفق
“But the hypocrites know not”142
It is stated by Imam Muhammad Ghazzali in his ‘Ihyaa ul
Uloom’, Lucknow publication, on volume 1, page 99,

C
a[GMa0/%a  aVkU%a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a ! ae&/a a7N
)% > a(N1%a ! a ae&'
“In At-Tahiyaat acknowledge the presence of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in your heart and
contemplate his Blessed Face and thereafter say:
‘Peace be upon you, O Prophet, and mercy and
blessing be upon you’’143
Imam Sharaani states in ‘Mizaan Imam Sharaani’, Egypt
Publication, in Volume 1 on page 139 and 140,

C
a &V( ah1 a a(- a.3 a  ) > a(N1ac k a&'ax+Ma2 (M
C
C
a! a+ a a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8 > a.M1a &'a[G4 %a"&V 
a"7, ae&)a a-a#Ua &'a0$%@' > ax+ a^aM&$a a^&y
C
a[G4 a-~k + a  ) > a"7NaW1 6a-
142

Holy Qur’an 63:8
Ihyaa-ul-Uloom, Kitaab Israarus Salaah, Discussion on the
meditation of the Holy Prophet in one’s heart, Mashadul Hussaini
Publication, Cairo, Egypt, Vol.1, pg 169
143
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“I have heard from my Master Ali Khawaas, may the
Mercy of Allah be on him, that the reason the Law-Giver
(Allah Ta’ala) has commanded the performer of Salaah
to recite the salutations and greetings to the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in Tasha’hud is
because those, who are negligent in the Court of Allah
Ta’ala, should be informed that they should focus on the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in this
gathering [of Salaah]. Since the Messenger SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam is never absent from the Court of the
Almighty; hence salute and greet the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam face-to-face”144
Shah Waliyullah Sahib
Baaligha’ on pg 210,

145

affirms in ‘Hujjatullah Al

C
a)I %aQ5a !)a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a ! a &'a[G4 aQ+ a1D aI
/3Na}  ag a# %a Ma1 /G
“Then I was able to recite greetings upon the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in the At-tahiyaat in
order to increase his remembrance, and to submit to his
Messengership, and to fulfil one atom from his rights”146
Our pious and the scholars have indicated the wisdom
of this salutation in At-tahiyaat in detail. If I wish I could
144

Al-Mizaanul Kubraa lish Sharaani, Chapter of Salaah, Mustafa AlBaabi Publishers, Egypt, Vol.1, pg 167
145
He is the biological grandfather of Ismail Dehlawi. This clearly
indicates that Ismail Dehlawi was not on the footsteps of his
illustrious forefathers.
146
Hujjatullah Al Baaligha, Salafiyya Publishers, Lahore, Vol.2, pg 6
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provide you with evidences from ‘Mawaahib Ladunya’
and others, however let me offer you a narration from
their Imam of the Last Era, Nawaab Siddique Hasan
Khan Bhopali, of the Ghayr Muqallids147 so that such a
narration may be a burden for them. It is stated in
‘Miskul Khaatam Nawaab Bhopal Maqaam’ on page
244,

a:($1#a2MaJ +'a^ a"/%aJ!a^ aTV-a(Oa 7NaRSa@a%aa0,al 1#an- %a2- 1-%a #'a2 N1#a8VDa /% %a. N
aR Ma2FAaf;Daal a+- aLaOMam+/ag'aK aE7 %a2M)ax/
C
a#  %a #$a9a 1=a1#a[G4 %a"&V a&'a2M a +(,a233N
a+ a &VaP`a2MazNa#$aJ&Va %=a1#a 7,-SaP`a !(
a1!a2 a1 M %af/a1 -)a#-a0sa#FUal K %a+UaQLSa ! al K a
\1S##La@9a%
24-a+ %af/a&NaB'aQ 11#
a2(Ma a'#aR'a2(!a 
“In every circumstances and times, especially during the
state of worship; the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam is the true focus for the believers and
coolness of the eyes for the worshippers. There is more
intensity in illumination and inspiration during the time of
worship. Other pious Aarifeen [Knowers of Allah] have
narrated that the greetings during At-tahiyaat is a
conversation towards the reality of Holy Prophet
147

The modern Ahl e Hadith – Ghayr Muqallideen
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SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam which is present in every
atom of the living beings and in every persons of the
possibilities. Therefore, the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam is present and exists in the beings of
every person who performs Salaah. Hence the
performer of Salaah should be aware of this reality and
he or she should not be negligent to the presence of the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam so that he or
she may benefit and be blessed with the Light of
proximity and secrets of cognizance”
“In the path of Love there is no difficulty in remoteness
and closeness,
I can see you clearly and I submit my supplication
humbly”148
In the above narration the Nawab Sahib piled up stacks
of Shirks.
First Shirk - the Holy Prophet [SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam] is aware of the Muslims in their every
worship.
Second Shirk - the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam is present and exists not only in the essence
of every worshipper but also in the beings of every
possibilities.

148

Miskal Khataam Sharah Baloogal Maraam, Kitabus Salaah, Baab
Safatus Salaah, Nizami Publication, Kanpur, Vol.1, pg 244.
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Third Shirk - the performer of Salaah should not be
negligent of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam
in the Salaah so that he may attain closeness to Allah.
In the ancient times of the kings and the ministers, every
great person was forgiven for three murders. Similarly,
from the government of Wahaabiyat, Nawaab sahib has
been forgiven for his three polytheisms.

{ a & >a6 a"/6%a.N6%
Now what about the next phrase in At-tahiyat:

^,&V > #'a &'%

And upon the pious servants of Allah”
Will they survive from such an onslaught of Shirks that
all the Awliya are present in that phrase?
Muslims! Is it not a Sunnah to recite Durood Sharif at
the end of every Salaah? According to Imam Shafee’
and Imam Ahmed [May Allah be pleased with them] the
recital is obligatory. And what is Durood if it does not
bring remembrance and respect of the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam? And to liberate oneself from
the remembrance of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam during the recital of Durood is impossible!
Muslims! In every unit of Salaah, the recital of Surah
Fatiha is compulsory according to us [Hanafiya], for the
Imam and the individual who performs his Salaah alone.
It is obligatory on everyone according to the Ghayr
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َ صِ َر
Muqallids and Wahaabis. Tell them to eradicate اط
ِين أَ ْن َعمْتَ َع َلي ِْھ ْم
َ ( ٱلَّذthose whom You have favoured). Do
you know who they are? Ask the Holy Qur’an as to who
have been favoured by Allah,
َّ ِين أَ ْن َع َم
ِّ ِّين َوٱل
ِين َوٱل ُّشھَدَ آ ِء
َ ص ِّديق
َ ٱُ َع َلي ِْھم م َِّن ٱل َّن ِبي
َ ِك َم َع ٱلَّذ
َ َفأ ُ ْو َل ٰـئ
ِين
َ َوٱلصَّا ِلح
“Those, who have been favoured by Allah; are the
Prophets, and the Truthful, and the Martyrs and the
Righteous”149

َ  صِ َرwith
So if after the recitation of ِين أَ ْن َعمْتَ َع َلي ِْھ ْم
َ اط ٱلَّذ
understanding leads us to the thoughts of them with due
respect, then verily this is Shirk according to him [Ismail
Dehlawi]. Therefore, he should try to eradicate this
verse from Surah Fatiha and only save ب َع َلي ِْھم
ِ غَ ي ِْر ْٱل َم ْغضُو
 َوالَ ٱلضَّآلِّينso that instead of remembering the Prophets
and the Truthful, the thoughts of Christians and the
Jews150 should remain in Salaah. Even the verse, ٱھْ ِد َنا

َ  ٱلص َِّرwould be improbable to spare because it is
اط ْٱلمُسْ َتقِي َم
stated in the Hadith that this verse refers to the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, Hadrat Siddiq-eAkbar and Hadrat Umar Farooq [may Allah be pleased
with them].
It is recorded in ‘Fathul Khabeer’ of Shah Waliyullah
Dehlawi, Egypt Publishers on page 3,
149

Holy Qur’an 4:69
According to the commentators of the Holy Qur’an; that portion
of the verse is in reference to the Jews and Christians
150
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C
a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8 > a.M1a0/% > afa34( a V
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‘‘The straight path’ refers to the Holy Qur’an and others
have opted that this refers to the Holy Prophet SalAllahu
‘alayhi wasallam, Hadrat Abu Bakr and Hadrat Umar ibn
Khattab RadiAllahu anhuma”151.
Muslims! Aside from one or two verses; there is not a
place in the Holy Quran in which the recitation of any
Surah will be spared from these accusations of Shirk.
Then what shall we comment on those verses in which
there is direct mention and explicit praise of Muhammad
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam or various Prophets of Allah
or the Angels, or the Companions of Muhaajireen or
Ansaar, or the Pious, or the Truthful, or the Godfearing?
Similarly, those chapters of the Holy Qur’an in which
there is a discussion of the stories of the Prophets will
result in every sane and intelligent man to remember
them in reverence; for which this person (Ismail
Dehlawi) is against. And as for the mention of the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam there are only few
verses which will lack direct remembrance and to the
least there will be a conversation with the Holy Prophet

151

Fathul Khabeer ma’a Fauzul Kabeer, Baabul Khaamees, Nur
Muhammad Publications, Karachi, pg 87
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SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam such as the four ‘Quls’152. In
the Chapter of Lahab, 153 there is an evident
remembrance of the Messenger SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam because our thoughts will naturally focus on
the reason Abu Lahab is punished and cursed by
Almighty Allah. The reason for it is that Abu Lahab
insulted our Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam! As
for the Chapter of Quraish 154 - if there is no explicit
acknowledgement of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam then there is definitely the mention of the
Ka’aba with great reverence since He referred His
Lordship with it. Post-analysis suggests that the Chapter
of Piling Up155 (Takaathur) lacks this universal ‘plaque’
of Shirk and the recitation of the remaining chapters of
the Holy Quran is incorporated with Shirk (This in
accordance with the ideology of Ismail Dehlawi - Allah
Forbid!). However, Takaathur shall also force them to
fall into Shirk since there is a citation of the graves, hell,
wealth and paradise which may lead one to revere the
Prophets and the Pious, and if not; then at least it will
lead one into the thoughts of cows and donkeys. Woe
upon woe on such filthy contraption.
Muslims! I am offering this explanation only for the state
of Salaah but according to him the recitation of the Holy
Qur’an outside of Salaah is Shirk as well! Is only Salaah
152

Qul means ‘Say, O Muhammad SalAllahu Alayhi Wasallam’. The
four Quls are: Surah Kaafiroon, Surah Ikhlaas, Surah Falaq and
Surah Naas.
153
th
111 Surah of the Holy Qur’an
154
th
106 Surah of the Holy Qur’an
155
nd
102 Surah of the Holy Qur’an
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referred to as worship? Is it not an act of worship to
recite the Holy Qur’an only? Is it possible for Shirk to
creep into this worship? Allah Forbid! No act of worship
entails Shirk!
In the verses of the Holy Qur’an blooms the praises of
Muhammad
SalAllahu
‘alayhi
wasallam,
his
remembrance, his reverence, his honour; all are being
echoed throughout its pages, its words and its letters.
How would you, then, accomplish this act of worship of
recitation without his reverence? If not, then, where is
the asylum for this madness of Shirk? The purpose of
this explicit defamation sunders their ideologies and
deforms their objections with fire of infidelities raining
upon them.
Muslims! Did you observe how this person mocked your
Beloved Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam in order to
fulfil his devious plot and meanwhile he claims to be a
Muslim? Glory to Allah! Such a tongue upon which there
is such a proclamation!

ُ ت ٱل َّشياطِ ين َوأَع
ُ رَّ بِّ أَع
ُ ْك َربِّ أَن َيح
ُون
ِ ك ِمنْ َھ َم َزا
َ ُوذ ِب
َ ُوذ ِب
ِ ضر
“O my Lord, I seek refuge in you from the evil
suggestions of the devils. And O my Lord; I seek refuge
in You lest they come near me.”156
Admonition: I have slightly increased the limit of my
pen to elaborate and demonstrate the foulness of this
cursed infidelity. Since it is the station in which this
156

Holy Qur’an 23:97-98
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person should have been under severe misfortune and I
did not find absolute action that may have been
inclusive by our scholars. Henceforth, I do not feel a
need to count the portions of this Kufr after narrating you
his filth of all filths as lengthening the explanation will
unnecessarily lead to fatigue. However, to understand
the gist of it, listen to his seven derivative infidelities as
the seven doors of Hell, other than his various specific
ones:
1. Whenever the Qur’an declares something and he
contradicts it by labelling it as falsehood. It is stated
in Shifa Sharif,

C
aQ-a2I % a!araf5% aQ+ANa% a!ar% aJ 3 a<kM a^
C
aaae =a^arUa aeU% ae 5a!a&'a &'aI a -%
h($6a& a0 +!'
“Whosoever insults or opposes the Holy Qur’an or
any of its letters, or he denies anything as per it, or if
he affirms that which has been negated by the Holy
Qur’an or if he negates that which is affirmed by it, or
if he doubts anything in it; such a person is a
disbeliever as per the consensus of the Ulama”157
2. According to his mode of beliefs there is Shirk in the
Holy Qur’an.
157

Ash-Shifa ba ta’arif Huququl Mustafa, Fasl wa ilm an istakhaf bil
Qur’an, Asharkatus sahaafiya fi bilaadul uthmaania publishers, Vol.
2, pg 287-288.
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3. According to his views, the Prophets were guilty of
Shirk.
4. Similarly the sinless Angels were guilty of it.
5. Similar point of view regarding the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam.
6. Whatever articles he considers as Shirk is being
found in the lives and literature of his uncle, Shah
Abdul Azeez Dehlawi and the father of his father,
Shah Waliyullah Muhaddith Dehlawi, and his great
grandfather, Shah Abdur Rahim, and to their leader
of the Spiritual Path - Shaykh Mujaddid Alfe Thaani,
so according to him all of them were mushriks (Allah
Forbid!). Thereafter, he declares them elsewhere as
his masters, friends of Allah and remembers them
with highly spiritual appraisals; and whosoever
considers such appraisals for the mushriks is an
infidel, therefore this counter-proclamation of his
becomes infidelity.
7. Open Shirks with its opposites in his own literature
have swelled and extended to such an extent that
one finds Kufr in one of his book and faith in the
other, here Shirk and there cognizance; therefore
this all is a declaration of Kufr.
If I have to elaborate on each of them then, without
exaggeration, heaps of volumes could be compiled.
From general Kufr of the second to the fifth please refer
to my book, ‘Akmaalut taa’mah alaa Shirk siwaa bil
umooril aa’amah’ (1311 AH) in which I have compiled
them, and as for the remaining three Kufrs you may find
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detailed elaborations of them in our alternative
literatures, along with this one. Hence to highlight each
of these Kufrs I shall present only a single example for
substantiation.
Kufr 30
Allah says,

َ َ َوت ِْل
ُون
َ اس َو َما َيعْ قِلُ َھآ إِالَّ ْٱل َعا ِلم
ِ ك ٱألمْ َثا ُل َنضْ ِر ُب َھا لِل َّن
“And these examples We narrate to the people, and
none understands them but the learned”158
This individual, Ismail Dehlawi, desires to rebel for the
freedom of the religion of Ghayr Muqallideen and Deene-Elahi. 159 Hence he declares in contrary to the aforementioned Qur’anic verse. He has stated that such is
absolutely incorrect - to understand the Holy Qur’an one
does not require knowledge. In Taqwiyatul Imaan on the
third page,

<
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Holy Qur’an 29:43
‘Deen-e-Elahi’ (Divine Religion) was a syncretic religious doctrine
propounded by the Mughal Emperor King Akbar (d.1605), in 1581,
which idealised to merge the elements of diverse religions into a
single entity thereby proposing tolerance, respect and commitment
to the duties of all religions. This is Kufr.

159
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“It is well-known amongst the people that it is difficult to
understand the words of Allah and His Messenger and
for it one requires much knowledge. This is incorrect”.160
Astonishingly, he provides the following Qur’anic verse
as his substantiation for his ironic reasoning,

َ ھ َُو ٱلَّذِى َب َع
يھ ْم َوي َُعلِّ ُم ُھ ُم
َ ث فِى ٱأل ُ ِّمي
ِ ِّين َرسُوالً ِّم ْن ُھ ْم َي ْتلُو َع َلي ِْھ ْم آ َيا ِت ِه َوي َُز ِّك
ْ
ْ
اب َوٱلح ِْك َم َة
َ ٱل ِك َت
“It is He Who sent among the unlettered people a
Messenger from among themselves, who recites to
them His signs and purifies them and teaches them the
knowledge of the Book and Wisdom”161
Why sir? If knowledge is not essential to understand the
Holy Qur’an and if every ignorant and fool has the ability
to comprehend it, then what need was there for the
Prophet to teach? Glory to Allah!
Kufr 31 & 32
It is recorded in Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 10,


,/  ost 1! 2 1:!3! ^Ô!4! :5! 67OS!!
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Taqwiyatul Imaan, Muqadma Kitaab, Aleemia androon
publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 2
161
Holy Qur’an, 62:2
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“Expanding and constricting the sustenance (rizq),
providing health and causing sickness, granting honour
and disgrace, increasing needs and repelling difficulties,
and to help in the times of adversity; all these are
functions of Allah only. And this function is not of any
Prophet, Awliya, fairy or ghost. Whosoever attributes
such a quality (to them) and he asks for any needs and
calls them for help in difficulty, becomes a Mushrik,
whether he understands such a quality to be selfpossessed by them or if he understands such quality is
bestowed upon them from Allah - in every way it is
Shirk”162
Would that this oppressor only had stated that
whosoever considers someone other than Allah Ta’ala
to be Self-Powerful and Master without bestowment
then such a person is a Mushrik, then it would have
been the truth. But why would he assume that such a
belief does not incept from a Muslim’s natural thought.
Why should he stop from branding the masses of
Muslims as Mushrik? And why would he opt for being
truthful?
He himself says on page 5,

162

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Introduction, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 7
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1
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“Shirk is spreading amongst the people and the reality of
Tauheed is scarce”163
And on page 45 he blurts,


"W XYUZ[ =\]
“Therefore it happened as in accordance with the saying
of the Holy Prophet”164
This resulted [according to him] in the world void of
Muslims. Thereafter, he applied a universal verdict,


JN¶¡·JB)!Â 7 Y H>?6 @
“If he understands such quality is bestowed upon them
from Allah, in every way it is Shirk”165
Now observe that from the Angels and the Prophets
until Allah and His Rasool, and from his leaders until
himself, nothing is spared from the allegation of Shirk
from this foul statement of this devious man.

163

Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 4.
164
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Faslur raabi’, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 30
165
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Muqadma Kitaab, Aleemia androon
publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 7
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Allah declares,

َّ أَ ْغ َنا ُھ ُم
ٱ ُ َو َرسُولُ ُه مِن َفضْ لِ ِه
“Allah and His Messenger had enriched them out of His
grace”.166
Allah says,

ص ِبإِ ْذنِى
َ َو ُتب ِْرى ُء ٱألَ ْك َم َه َوٱألَب َْر

“(O ‘Isa), you cure the born blind and the leper by My
Command”167
Allah Forbid! This is the Shirk in the Holy Qur’an and the
phrase ‘by My Command’ does not provide immunity
from Shirk since the power to heal by the Power of Allah
is Shirk according to this fanatic of Shirk.
Kufr 33
The Holy Qur’an states,

َّ ص َوأُحْ ِيـى ْٱل َم ْو َت ٰى ِبإِ ْذ ِن
ُ َوأُب ِْر
َ ئ ٱألَ ْك َم َه وٱألَب َْر
ِٱ
“(Isa Alayhis Salaam proclaimed) I heal the born blind
and the leper and I make the dead alive by the
command of Allah”168
This, Allah Forbid, is a Shirk of the Messiah Hadrat Isa
[peace be upon him].

166

Holy Qur’an 9:74
Holy Qur’an 5:110
168
Holy Qur’an 3:49
167
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Kufr 34 to 38
The Holy Qur’an states,

ِيس
َ َوإِ ْذ ُق ْل َنا ل ِْل َمالَ ِئ َك ِة ٱسْ ُج ُدو ْا ِل آ َد َم َف َس َج ُدو ْا إِالَّ إِ ْبل
“And recall, when We ordered the angels to prostrate
before Adam, then all prostrated except Iblis”169
The Holy Qur’an states,

ًش َو َخرُّ و ْا َل ُه سُجَّ دَ ا
ِ َْو َر َف َع أَ َب َو ْي ِه َع َلى ْٱل َعر
“And he (Yusuf) seated his father and mother on the
throne, and all fell down prostrate for him”170
This is the Shirk of (Allah Forbid!) Allah Ta’ala (Kufr 34),
His Angels (Kufr 35), Adam (Kufr 36), Ya’qoob (Kufr
37) and Yusuf (Kufr 38) (peace be upon the Angels and
the Prophets). Allah commanded it, the Angels
prostrated, Adam was in content, Yaq’oob as one who
prostrated and Yusuf became pleased with it.
It is in Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 11,

Q
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Holy Qur’an 2:34
Holy Qur’an 12:100
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“Whosoever prostrates a Prophet is charged with Shirk,
whether he thinks that this is out of respect or that Allah
becomes pleased if he does this act; in every way this is
Shirk”171
On page 8 he writes,


<
 #)8 ! 6®! HIf ! >5JL 78 H:6ú#
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“Shirk, such as to prostrate (to someone), even if he
considers such a personality to be lesser than Allah and
as His creation and as His slave. And in this matter
there is no difference between the Prophets, Shaytaan
and ghost”172
In this situation this person’s affectionate mentor, the
cursed Iblis, remains the fine one. Yes, Iblis considered
himself to be superior but he did not approach Shirk. It is
exceptionally ignorant to provide the issue of abrogation
to support one’s claim. Shirk had never been
permissible in any Law of Shari’ah in the past and it is

171

Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 8
172
Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 6.
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impossible that Allah may command to commit Shirk
and thereafter abrogate this decree.173
Kufr 39 & 40
The Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam said,

 M1% > aQ!s a3aJa“Ibn Jameel was poor; so Allah and His Messenger
enriched him”174
This Hadith is recorded in Sahih Bukhari, Ahmadi
Qadimi Publication, in first volume on page 198;
narrated from Abu Hurairah [may Allah be pleased with
him].
The Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam requested
his Lord,

a[G4 %a"&V a&'aZ  aa[Na0da&$a^a[N a - a&
“O Lord! I demarcate the space between the two
mountains of Madina as Sacred (Haram) just as Ibrahim
173

In other words, Allah Almighty has never commanded Shirk from
his servants. The definition of Shirk is the same today as it was at
the time of the creation of Adam alayhis salaam. However, in the
previous nations, to prostrate to someone out of respect was
permissible; but this has become prohibited in this nation.
Nevertheless; it was not Shirk then and it is not Shirk now.
174
Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitaabuz Zakaat, Baab Qaulullah ta’ala wa fir
riqaab, Qadeemi publication, Karachi, Vol.1, pg 198
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Alayhis Salaam demarcated Makkah as Sacred
(Haram)”175
This is in Sahih Bukhari, in Volume 1 on page 251 and
in Sahih Muslim in Volume 1 on page 441; narrated from
Anas [may Allah be pleased with him].
The Beloved Messenger of Allah SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam declares,

a#V 6%aF{'a:;3 6a6a^a! +( a2Na - %aa[Na  aJ
+8
“Verily, Ibrahim demarcated Makkah as Sacred and I
demarcated Madina as Sacred, neither its branches
should be cut nor its animal be hunted”176
This is in Sahih Muslim, in Volume 1 on page 440
narrated from Jabir ibn Abdullah [may Allah be pleased
with him].
These varieties of Prophetic narrations are abundant
which can be found in the six primary manuscripts of
Hadith (Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawood, Ibn Majah,
Tirmidhi and Nasaai); in which the Holy Prophet
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam announced and declared
175

Sahih Muslim, Baab Fazaaile Madina, Qadeemi publication,
Karachi, Vol.1, pg 441
176
Sahih Muslim, Baab Fazaaile Madina, Qadeemi publication,
Karachi, Vol.1, pg 440
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explicitly about the sacredness of Madina and its trees
and forests that must be respected just as the sacred
city of Makkah and its surroundings are honoured. This
is the view of the scholars of Shaafee, Maaliki and
Hambali, and of numerous Companions and Taabi’een.
The scholars of Ahnaaf (Hanafi) practise upon another
Hadith which is stated in ‘Sharah Ma’anil Aathaar’ from
Imam Tahaawi; however, preference, comparison and
abrogation are a different topic altogether. The focus is
on the words of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam who openly declared the reverence of Madina
and its forests as compulsory.
Now listen to this individual’s claim; it is in Taqwiyatul
Imaan on page 11,
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“To honour the surrounding forest and bushes, in other
words, not to hunt or sever trees; all these are acts Allah
has revealed for His worship. Therefore, whosoever
respects the homes and its surrounding jungles of any
prophet or ghost will be charged with Shirk, whether he
thinks that such a personality deserves this respect or
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by doing so Allah will be pleased; in every way it is
Shirk”177
Alas! Did you see? This individual’s entire endeavour
was to charge Allah and His Messenger with Shirk! Woe
to him, thousands of woes upon such filth!
Kufr 41 to 46
Shah Abdul Azeez Dehlvi writes in his Tafseer Azizi,
Chapter 30, Mumbai Publication, on page 140,

aQ+- a#a#Dah-a !a#U1 %a0()aN1$a Sa 1a> ag % aK aE7 
a2 M%a.(a2FAaF-SaW yM %a+- aQ# #a-#1#anV)aOa2 Nal 1#+aK a !~a 6(a0V,)aR4 % ao##b(-a2(Ma^ a$)a:-aF-Sa1 +
a+!&~a F- aK a#Da Ga0NaT ;%a $Naf1 %a+! (-a Fa2M a.3al a-aOa /aJS1#aF-Sa.NaJKa+! aE%
^)aa 9Sa)aLaJAa Sa^
“Some Awliya-Allah are appointed with the duty of
helping and benefitting the generations of mankind.
They possess the same authority after their death as
well as in this world. Through our limitation of their
comprehension and excellences, their engrossment [in
the spiritual realm] does not impede their attention
towards us. The Owaisi family acquire their concealed
excellences from these Awliya; the needy and
177

Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 8
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distressed souls acquire satisfaction and solution of their
adversities from them; and these Awliya individually
propose the following to them, ‘If you have come with
your body, then I am present with my spirit’,”178
This narration is overwhelming in its essence for the
individual’s (Ismail Dehlawi) deviant ideologies which
ditches the statements of Shah Saahib [his paternal
uncle] into the pits of the greater Shirk.
The Friends of Allah (Awliya) are in authority for this
world’s administration (Kufr 41).
After they die, their spiritual connection is still sought
(Kufr 42).
In their knowledge they are engrossed in the divine
realm meanwhile they are attentive to this world (Kufr
43).
The disciples are recipients of the blessings from Awliya
after their death (Kufr 44).
They guide the disciples to their destination (Kufr 45).
Seeking solution and help from these pure souls in the
times of difficulties (Kufr 46).

178

Fathul Azeez (Tafseer Azeezi), Chapter 30 of the Holy Qur’an,
Muslim Book Depot Publication, Red Fort, Delhi, Vol.3, pg 206
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In the statement of Nawaab Saahib we observed only
three charges of Shirk and in this narration of Hadrat
Shah Saahib we find double than that. Yes it should be
double since the former was a Nawaab (governor) and
this is a Shah (king). The words of the king are the king
of the words.
Kufr 47 to 49
Shah Abdul Azeez Dehlvi states in his ‘Tauhfa ithnaa
ashariyaa’ from page 396 to 397,

a+!M`a aJ +U%aJ + a.daa2 a[()a a1% aQZ~a 1=a%a a 7N
aR a[!15-a%a /+8%a#%1#%a,)%a+!- +a4 %aR  1a! )a1 %
2M a& al(Oa> ag % a:($a-!]aQ+ #La.( %a9 1
“The whole Ummah, just as the disciples, consider
Hadrat Ali and his Blessed Family as Spiritual Masters,
and they connect the bringing up of various things into
possibility to these blessed personalities. Fatiha,
sadaqah, nazar and niyaz in their name is customary
and well-known, just as it is for all the Friends of
Allah”179
O Wahabiya! This is also three Shirks altogether and
each one is solid and swift. Look at Shah Saahib and
see how fond he is of being an immense Shirk-lover,
Mushrik-friendly, Ali-devotee, Peer-devotee and Awliya179

Tauhfa ithnaa ashaariya, Baab haftam dar Imaamat, Suhail
Academy, Lahore, Pg. 214
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devotee (Kufr 47). He considers Hadrat Ali and Ahle
Bait as the source of sustenance for this universe (Kufr
48), and similar to the spiritual mentors he devotes and
acknowledges the permissibility of nazar-o-niyaz180 and
vowing in the name of all the Friends of Allah (Kufr 49).
Not only does he refer this to himself but he attaches
this belief on behalf of the whole Ummah, may Allah
forgive me. Now it will not be strange that you should
refer this Ummah as cursed (Allah Forbid!) just like the
Shiites.
It is written in Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 8,


f8  ! HIf TUV.st st 7W* Z[f# =\]
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“During the era of the Holy Prophet the disbelievers did
not believe their idols as equal to Allah but they use to
regard them as His creation and His slaves. They also
did not equalise the power of the idols with Allah’s
Power but they would call them for help, vow things in
their name, prepare nazar-o-niyaz, and consider them
180

Nazar is to take a vow in the name of the Saints and Niyaaz is a
form of Esaal e Thawaab where food is distributed to the poor on
behalf of the Saints.
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as their advocates and intermediaries. This was their
Kufr and Shirk which they were guilty of, hence,
whosoever regards these things in connection with
anyone, even if such a personality is believed to be a
slave and creation of Allah, then such a person is similar
to Abu Jahal in his Shirk”181
In the fifth chapter of Taqwiyatul Imaan page 61, he
wrote in connection to foulness of habitual Shirk,



t
Ò Íte! JÍË fg Ep Y ^Ô&¼
“To call oneself a devotee of a Peer is ridiculous and
extremely disrespectful”182
Kufr 50 to 52
Hadrat Shah Waliyullah’s book ‘Intabaa fi salaasil’
clearly dictates to this evidence that he and his twelve
teachers and masters of the spiritual path would ask
authority, provide permission and practise upon this
incantation,

a &A!Mas%aa0aaT9 ! a ae a-'aQ+A)aaT9A a{a&'a#&'a a &'a a &'a ae 6

181

Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 6
182
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Al Fasl-ul khaamis fir radd al-ishraak fil
aadaat, Lahore, pg 43
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“Invoke upon Ali; whose blessed personality reveals
marvels and bounties that astonishes the intelligence,
you shall find him as your helper and guardian in times
of need. Upon invoking him, every difficulty and grief is
repelled, through his Sainthood; O Ali, O Ali, O Ali”183
All praises are due to Allah! Shah Sahib and his elders
have bathed in the water of Shirk (according to Ismail
Dehlawi). Herewith also three mountains of Shirk are
complied with.
First Shirk: To invoke upon Mawla Ali in the times of
need and adversity.
Second Shirk: To consider him a helper and guardian in
times of difficulty.
Third Shirk: Invoking ‘Ya Ali, Ya Ali, Ya Ali’.
If you wish to analyse [the permissibility of] such
discussions with much detail and exegesis, then please
do refer to the following books of this humble servant
along with others:

C
a1 M6 a"&8a a^a1 -6 a1aaa 6 ah(MaJa a ( a Na
a> a.M1a ag +-a0Na aQ!)6 a1 - a
agG a: +a ;V( a '! a & %a^a6
183

Al-Intaba fi silaasil Awliya
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Kufr 53 to 55
The spiritual master of the people of Delhi, the saviour,
the reviver, the guardian, the treasure of wisdom and
knowledge, Hadrat Shaykh Mujaddid Saahib states in
his ‘Maktoobat’, Lucknow publication, Volume two,
Epistle 30, on page 46,

a aGM a\+,aa+-#aU- 1a; 1a24-aaK1%anU a+(,a$ D
a+!a -azaL %a+!a %+- #a #Da#A4a -Sa &81#aa2M
aE aR 1 @ZaK a2MafG~aE9!(a2 %#a^ a1 ~ a2,a##b(-a !
a+-aa0(, a2MaM!( a[)a+ 4a& al aTN8a+!Z+ab 1
aa+!!a - ]a 1a; 1a+ (-af5$ a1% a 6(a:($ +3aUa2,8
al a1Fa+!!a-a - 1a+$4%aT 1,a ]a #A4a-a2M a a#A4%
aM 1a; 1aTN8a. N a:($a1#)a2M a4 1aR +!()# Ma2 %#a4/
a#Daa2 %+a'($a_-11#a-a+!Ua% a$a /% a:($1#%a+!- #a#D
aO 1a#Da& %a+-aKMan,!a#DaUaK 1a$)a&/%a+!- #a !y4 1
a+!-K

“Khwaja Muhammad Ashraf Warzash has written in
connection with spiritual meditation of one’s Shaykh that
he has meditation to such an extent that he considers
his Shaykh as the object of worship in his obligatory
prayers (Namaaz) and when he exerts himself to
terminate such meditation he fails to do so; (upon this
Shaykh Mujaddid relates). ‘The thirst to gain such
wealth is dearer to thousands of disciples but only one
achieves such prestige. This enraptured one is always
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prepared to acquire absolute suitability from his Shaykh,
and he desires that the reduction in the company of his
Masterful Shaykh will enrapture him into his various
excellences. Why do people reject meditation? Such
meditation is a derivative object and not the absolute
object. Why do people not reject the Mosques and
Mihrabs (since these are derivatives- which means that
people’s focus, at the time of hearing the call to prayer,
is the Mosque and its inner portions whilst their supreme
focus is Allah).
Manifestation of such distinctive wealth belongs to the
blessed ones only, such that they consider their Shaykh
as an intermediary (waseela) in all of their affairs and
they focus on him in every moment; not like those
wretched ones who detach themselves from their
Shaykhs and turn away their focus of attention from their
Shaykhs to attain spirituality.”184
Here we find three double Shirks, each one being a
thousand times multi-fold. The disciple wrote that his
meditation of his Shaykh is so intense that in Namaaz
he considers him to be the aim of worship. The face of
the Shaykh is being regarded as the object of
prostration. Hadrat Mujaddid narrates that this blessing
is only bestowed upon the truly blessed ones and the
disciples of the truth desire for such a distinction. This is
the first Shirk, and what a burdensome Shirk.

184

Maktoobat Imam Rabbaani, Epistle 30 from Khwaja Muhammad
Ashraf and Haji Muhammad, Lucknow publication, Vol. 2, pg 46
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In every condition and circumstances consider your
Shaykh as a medium - second Shirk. Focus your
attention, in every state whether in Salaah or out of
Salaah, towards your Shaykh - third Shirk.
Now evoke your earlier infidel
justified Shirk on the basis
spiritual guides, such that even
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
lead one towards Shirk!

statement in which you
of remembering one’s
contemplating about the
wasallam in Salaah will

Readers! Did you notice the unlucky one which Hadrat
Mujaddid considered as poor and wretched? Yes, this is
the very wretched person (Ismail Dehlawi). He writes in
Siraat e Mustaqeem on page 130,

2MaKa0yUa'+a.yU a&($aK
“One of the incantations that is part of innovation is the
intermediary-related incantation”185
It is mentioned in the very same book on page 131,

^Ô¬&)!º^
 _`
“This is clearly face-worship”186
185

Siraate Mustaqeem, 3rd Chapter, 3rd section, Salafiyaa
publishers, Lahore, pg 118
186
Siraate Mustaqeem, 3rd Chapter, 3rd section, Salafiyaa
publishers, Lahore, pg 119
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It is recorded in Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 7,

aama aMaEOae #@-aQ# KaEMaTMan~a aQ+!a> aaEOa Ma a$
a2( -a a> a$a a1% a Fa  (NaaR%1% aa 9!a a $a]
axa1`al # aTMaEa 4aEaE;M %ayaEMa07aE!` a},aQ%aa )
aa- # aUaama 1% a-F`a-aBNaam aMaEO #a.al9GaTMaEO)
alZaE)-a  #@-a a> alaQ 1a  am a`aEb aE!Z]aEMaR%1% a a
La\#alF-aQ 1aaJ a@LZa> M
“The view, which is the truth, is that Allah is very near to
His slaves; then they left this and incepted a lie that they
proclaimed others as protectors. Another truth is that it
was Allah’s Grace and Mercy that He Alone, without any
medium, fulfils all the needs and averts all difficulties;
hence they did not understand the rights of Allah and
they did not observe thankfulness to Him so they
attributed these qualities to others; thereafter in this
wrong path they endeavour to attain closeness to Allah
and Allah shall not show them the way.”187
The humble servant has prepared an article on this topic
namely, Al yaaqutatul waasta fi qalb aqdar raabta. In
this article there are numerous narrations of Shah Abdul
Azeez Sahib, Shah Waliyullah Sahib and Shah Abdur
Rahim Sahib [may Allah be pleased with them] along

187

Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 5
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with thirty narrations of the scholars and saints of Islam;
which verifies the permissibility of such vocations.
Whereas according to this unlucky fellow, all of this is
face worship and innovation (Allah Forbid!), this is why
Hadrat Muhjaddid Sahib considered such detached
persons to be wretched.
Kufr 56
It is stated in Maktoobat in Volume 1, Epistle 312, on
page 448,

C
[G4 %a"&V aZ1+Va &'ax-a #N a%+k
a!NaF3a  %1aK aE7 %a+- aQ+Ua#1 %a14a4a 1U aK $af1#
Q+Safal 1#
“There are numerous narrations of Hadith from my
Master, the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam,
regarding the action of the index finger (during Attahiyaat in Salaah); and in the Hanafi Jurisprudence this
has been narrated”188
Furthermore, it is stated on page 449 by Hadrat
Mujaddid,

188

Maktoobat Imam Rabbaani, Epistle 312 from Muhammad
Nu’man, Lucknow publication, Vol. 1, pg 448
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a> a &8a> a.M1aJaLa -Ua+(,a[ a-S%a2MaTO5aZas%
C
a[G4 %a"&V a a &'%a&'a ! a:!V a(a:!V a% a&M%a&'a  )
C
a-a2Ma1# -a  %1aK a(F!'a  ) > a z1!Na  a./a%a /a a5a./aI
a^aF!%a 6a./a^aF!aa9( a<&D a,( a %a.8 a  %1
a  %11#aQLaZao[ Naq,V %aT,4a0/%a!Ma0/a+/%a a./a
C
a+!UaQ# #axa 1U a2O a+UaQ+Ua:/ %a 1U a2N 
a 1U a1#a *$aQ#(-a0('a #N aE973(a+Ma(- 1aJ +&3
aK $a% a #N a&' 1a^ +FAaE9(&'a a!NaK  al aT)a9(anGDa#DaE9 1 aE973(aF! aa#1b- a a+ (-a (-a I a 1U
ao+- a aMaba -Sa+!-a@ A)a2Ma+MaBU%#aZa+- aQ#aNa #N
Q+Ua[+3)aaE9(&'a2!Ma2Ma 1U a[+'aaf,8 a.8 aZ
“And this is not clear. It is related from Imam
Muhammad Shaybaani Rahmatullah alayhi that the Holy
Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam would move his
index finger and Imam Shaybaani would do the same as
[narrated from] the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam. Thereafter he mentioned that this is my view
and the view of Imam Abu Hanifa. This narration of
Hadith is rare and it is not from principle narrations. It is
in ‘Muheet’ that there is a difference of opinion, some
have acknowledged its validity and consider it as
Sunnah whereas others have views that it is preferable
and yet others are against the motioning of the index
finger; and the authentic view is that it is Haraam. In
every occasion, there is a reliable narration that
declares the motioning of the index finger as
impermissible and disliked. We, followers of the Imaam
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(Muqallids), have no right that we should act upon the
Hadith or dare to motion our index finger. The denier of
this should either attribute a well-known Hadith on the
evidence of motioning of the index finger to the
Hanafites or any other Mujtahid, or he should elaborate
that so and so Imam is contradicting the Hadith and
opting for deduction which then proves that both cues
are invalid. With the exception of the antagonists and
the ignorants, nobody will legalise the motioning. The
explicit principle of our Companions is not to motion the
finger hence action against the motioning is the way of
our earlier scholars.”189
The explanation continues on page 450,

a+!UaU #a$a$%a a+!D!Ua aoaK aa al 1a #N
C
C
[G4 %a"&V aFN8a &'a #N al aE973(a0('a)1#
“The Ahaadith are understood much profoundly by our
pious and respected scholars. Verily, they are always
equipped with effective reasoning of those Ahaadith that
have been abrogated.”190
Then on page 451,

189

Maktoobat Imam Rabbaani, Epistle 312 from Muhammad
Nu’man, Lucknow publication, Vol. 1, pg 449
190
Maktoobat Imam Rabbaani, Epistle 312 from Muhammad
Nu’man, Lucknow publication, Vol. 1, pg 450
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C
a[+'aq$)a La+- aQ# #axa@-a 1U aK $a!NaE9(&'aa+! LaL
Vk&a aa2M 1aK $
C
af $aOa)alZaE #axaaK $aEaQ1U an!N aE9(&'aalFaR aL
aEOaK $a[+'aq$)aaELalFal
“If it is said that the Hanafi Ulama approve the verdict on
the permissibility of motioning the index finger then our
reply is that the preference is invariably given to the
unlawfulness (if both legality and illegality are evident
regarding an object).”191
The folks of Ghair Muqallids should now remove the
cotton buds from their ears and the veil from their eyes,
and they should read the above evident narrations with
much leisure and contentment. Look at the courage of
such statements in which the Shaykh of Naqshband
(Shah Mujaddid Sahib) has admitted that ‘there are
narrations which exist regarding the motioning of the
index finger and such narrations are famous and
authentic; but in our jurisprudence there is no mention
regarding this and the way of our Scholars is that it is
unlawful to motion our index finger. In our jurisprudence,
this is disliked and therefore to act upon the Hadith is
not permissible.’ This is an immense Shirk (according to
Ismail Dehlawi) on the emphasis of preference of the
Imam over the authentic and well-known Hadith, and to
consider the scholar’s narrations reliable over the
Sunnah of Muhammad SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam.
191

Maktoobat Imam Rabbaani, Epistle 312 from Muhammad
Nu’man, Lucknow publication, Vol. 1, pg 451.
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Thereafter, Shah Mujaddid Sahib [may Allah have
mercy on him] continues to elaborate that ‘those who
belong to the jurisprudence of Imam Abu Hanifa have to
follow a Hadith that is contrary to their own
jurisprudence; this is indeed a foolish and an
antagonism’. The astonishment is that this issue (of
motion) is not agreed upon in the Hanafi Ulama as well!
Shah Mujaddid himself admits that this matter is
controversial amongst the Ulama and there are those
who consider such to be permissible or preferable or
applicable in accordance to the Sunnah, such that the
Ulama’s verdict is in accordance with the Sunnah. So
much so that Imam Muhammad Shaybaani has narrated
that the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam would
motion his index finger in Salaah and we will do as the
Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam implemented.
Imam Muhammad [may Allah have mercy on him] then
declared that this is the way of Imam Abu Hanifa
Radiallaho anhu, but Shah Mujaddid further commented
that these traditions of Ahaadith are rare and neither this
will be relied upon nor the controversial verdicts of the
scholars possess any deference. This is only due to the
fact that there is a non-occurrence of an explicit
narration in which abandonment of the motioning is
preferable and therefore we should not act upon the
authentic and famous traditions as per the jurisdiction.
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For the sake of your Imaan! Did you observe any
severing of Taqleed here-above? Now let us survey the
words of this individual (Ismail Dehlawi) who utilised
monumental assertions, especially upon the Shaykh of
his own Silsila (Shah Mujaddid Sahib), and declares
such nonsense on the charge of avoiding the authentic
Hadith over the jurisprudence of the Ulama. He writes in
Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 42,

Q
iOjF Zt >PLYUZ[!7)OhPU »7Ý
Q
J"tLÂ  9k
“Whosoever prefers the exegesis of any Mujtahid or
Imam over the command of the Rasool, or that he
considers superiority to the reasoning (of an Imam) over
the Hadith, then this substantiates Shirk”192
On page 2 and 3,


O?4X77l!Om7 ÀnÀ !o34#)O'#U!8

À²kipLSqOr * Ys Ý7
“In this era people follow various paths in the matters of
Religion. Some follow the rituals of the ancient and yet
others prefer the degree of Moulvis [scholars], who have

192

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Faslur raabi’ fi zikrur radd al-ishraak fil
ibaadah, Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 28
and 29
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incepted these from their smart minds, (and the people)
hold on to it”193
He continues on page 4,

9k6 !O» 8 HJ"N8 ê!74!
“To believe the Messengers as a Messenger is not to
follow the path of others, besides the path of the
Messenger”194
Then on page 6,


<
iOl!tqR0:!J7P/,! =\Ha^ ER Àu³ vON

U²:³5Â 34Z[fwR =\] Sk
“Such types of nonsense they purport because they left
the Word of Allah and His Messenger and held onto the
incorrect ritualistic certifications. The disbelievers used
to claim the same in the presence of the Prophet of
Allah”.195
He writes in his book, ‘Tanveerul Aynain’,

193

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Introduction, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, Pg. 2
194
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Introduction, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 3.
195
Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter on the discussion of Tauheed
and Shirk, Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 6
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a  % a ah$ a^()a:a^ a?kUa+&3)a[ @ KA a<ax Ua2
C
anGDa &'a + a, V a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a ! a^'a 3!(
 a^a9Uaa a./a a aJa+&3( a[ a./
“How will I know that to embrace the jurisprudence of
one person is permissible, meanwhile there are explicit
authentic Ahaadith which can be acquired? If one
refuses to depart from the word of the Imam even after
this, then this is incorporated with the filth of Shirk”196
He says,

a!4 a^a096#aGDa &'a2IaJ %a 3ae4( a,a^ a?kUah)
a[3 a^aTA %a a^aN%a- V! a^afUa /a a.% a%af %
C
a $a a 6 aQ5aBN a(a1)aJk ah)6 a 5a0da^aJk 6
>aU a- aJk 6%aU anD a<%
“A person who clinches to the word and decree of an
Imam even though this is in contradiction to the Qur’an
and Hadith, and that he does not waver from the word of
the Imam; then such is the filth of being a Christian and
being part of Shirk. The astonishment is that these
people are not afraid of Taqleed whereas they intimidate
others who depart from it; so how accurate is the Word
of Allah for an answer to these people, ‘how should I
fear those whom you associate in worship with Allah

196

Tanveerul Aynain
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and while you fear not that you have joined in worship
with Allah’.”197
It must have been a disappointment to Hadrat Shah
Mujaddid Rahmatullah alayhi to know that such an
individual will be born in our spiritual silsila (path) who
will interfere and contort our blessings and sainthood,
and that he will claim invalidation of our principles of
faith and that he will declare our people to be infidels,
Mushriks and Christians. Hadrat Shah Waliyullah and
Hadrat Shah Abdul Azeez did not know that such a
“dutiful son” will be born in their genealogy who will be a
scoundrel and deviate from their teachings, and that he
will solidify their graves with Shirk and Kufr. Allah
Forbid! He is born from us and snaps at our faith of
being Muslims!


^ÔUstH^ÔU!
‘They are from us and, yet, against us’
May Allah Ta’ala protect us from the fish that produces
filth!

+!]aE--aQ+!!a[-+
‘Many names of piety you have disgraced’

+- Ka1A!Z-aaE&~aK aaaaa+- Ka1La1%1aJ-K

197

Tanveerul Aynain
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‘‘A woman who gives birth to a snake; then this is much
superior than the one who gives birth to a wicked child’
How much selfishness of this individual shall you tally?
From the Prophets, Messengers, Angels, Companions,
Scholars and the body of General Muslims until the very
Lord of the Universe upon whom the bullets of Shirk
were fired.
Every single pious, scholar, Sufi, leader and elderly of
the family of Delhi are drenched in this colours of Shirk.
It is an enquiry upon the Wahaabi fraternity - will you, as
a result of treading the path of your Imam (Ismail
Dehlawi), embellish the names of Shah Abdul Aziz,
Shah Waliyullah and Shah Mujaddid as Mushriks? Or
will you be concerned to safeguard your Imaan and
embellish this fabricated Imam as deviant, infidel and
inceptor of thousands of infidelities?
I, uselessly, raise suspicions on his infidelities and every
secondary and minor doubt is considered as crucial (for
my analysis); if you choose this route and may Allah
Ta’ala allow it, then so be it; otherwise due to the first
suspicion (Kufr 1) this individual branded all his leaders
as Mushriks (Allah Forbid!). Meanwhile on the other side
of the page he considers them as praiseworthy, holds
them dear to his faith, being their disciple, being their
follower, recognises them as Imams and believes them
to be Leaders, deems them as accepted personalities in
the Court of Allah; then how can he be immune from the
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necessity of this Kufr, as whosoever considers the
Mushriks as such is a Kaafir.
On this individual, every charge of Kufr remained
compulsory and therefore the justice that anguished him
from the Kurds is the consequence of the fact that this
individual unjustly and without any evidence accused
every Muslim of being a Mushrik.
Kufr 57 to Kufr 61
It is mentioned in Siraate Mustaqeem on page 36,

C
aK a1 a+)a1#aa6 a +a&aQKa1#aB al  %aB ~al a(9
C
al a. N aP`a+-a#%+ a+!Uaa aRSaE9 $ 1#aQ+UaF&a &' agGaT-$
#a+ am/a[{'a9Ga. N aa[ 
“These categories of the pious and such groups of
saints have a calibre that they are amidst the party of
Angels. These Angels acquire inspirations, from the
Highest Point, on the management of the state of things.
Thereafter they are engaged in fulfilling its
implementation. Hence, the state of affairs of these
saints should be understood as similar to the Blessed
Angels.”198
On page 66,

198

Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Awwal, Hidaayat Raabia’, Salafiyaa
publishers, Lahore, pg 32
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a)a 7)a 7Na+Fa2 a+F'aK a(OaZs%a2 + %a2Is%a2;/
aO  a 1 %a^~GMa2!;&Ma1#a2MaR a;M a(Oa-#a 3a24-a ka &a 'a^NMaa24OaE&D# 1aR a2(O
“Qutbiyyat (Cardinalship), Ghawthiyyat (Helpers) and
Abdaaliyyat (The Substitutes) and so forth are all
(positions in Sainthood) attained through the medium of
Hadrat Ali Murtaza, from his era until the end of the
world. These Saints have the power of interference in
the kingdoms of the kings and authority of the august
persons, which is not concealed for those who travel in
the Realm of Angels”199
On page 112,

aEa #FU%a.da 'anV)1#aB&;aJ%=a 1aT8!al af1
a#DaE94 1a &a ()aa+M1aE 1a1V6 %ax+ 6 a % a1al %a+!U
a2!;&Maa)aa'aK aa+! baa+M1a  1aR aGda+! (-a242M
“These exemplified saints are absolutely authorised in
possessing or utilising or spending in the Realms of
Universe and Witnessing. These powerful and farsighted saints have the ability to attribute all things to
themselves; for example, they have the ability and

199

Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Dawwam, Hidaayat Thaania’, Salafiyaa
publishers, Lahore, pg 58
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status to declare the space between the Throne and the
earth as their kingdom”200
On page 54,

aE9 aa2MaE4aR a> a&Da+!UaEa> a&DaE7 a[3al 1#
+-KMaT9-a+!-aQ#a13 1% a[Fa:($a[a V“In this station, some Saints are the vicegerents of Allah.
Vicegerent of Allah is that person who has the authority
over all the affairs and he functions as a successor”.201
Then on page 34 he says,

a+)aN1$aQ#1%Sa#Da2)a2 a Ma K%aL#Da2 6%a<1# 1a%
#KMaEa#Da

)a ! )

“These saints grasp a person and keep him alongside
their sainthood and they train him and protect him,
thereafter they nurture him into a Saint who is wellversed in the things of creation and explanations”202
These five Shirks are clear and unequivocal
explanations that the Angels and the Saints are the
200

Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Dawwam, Fasl Chaaram’, Salafiyaa
publishers, Lahore, pg 101
201
Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Sawwam, Takmala Dar Bayaan Sulook,
Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 143.
202
Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Awwal, Hidaayat Raabia’, Salafiyaa
publishers, Lahore, pg 29.
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statesmen of the affairs of the Universe (Kufr 57). The
Saints execute the affairs of the Universe (Kufr 58). The
Saints are bestowed with total control over the Universe
(Kufr 59). Various affairs and conditions are authorised
by their authority (Kufr 60); and for the king to attain the
kingdom and for the rich to earn wealth is attributed to
the interference and power of Mawla Ali RadiAllahu
anhu (Kufr 61).
Now listen to Taqwiyatul Imaan, of which the initial
section of the paragraph has been provided in Kufr 22,
now listen to the rest, on page 7,

S.)!OY:M<#xé7»Y^
 _`
“Allah Sahib has not bestowed anyone the power to
control the Universe”203
On page 42,


.!yfz»6J{Pfì
“Whoever’s name is Muhammad or Ali, such a person is
not authorised with anything”204
On page 29,


À|!¹O8 J}7 ~#Pf»
203

Taqwiyatul Imaan, First Chapter on the discussion of Tauheed
and Shirk, Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 5
204
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Faslur raabi’ fi zikrur radd al-ishraak fil
ibaadah, Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 28
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“They do not have any interference or power in any
affairs”205
On page 28,

Q
& 8 YU78 :©5cÄ ! 9:tM<#xé7HI»7Ý''
Q
Q
9:t78 ¹OZ8 ! >st st HJ"t
“Whosoever proves any creation to have any sort of
control over the Universe and considers and believes
such a creation only as his advocate; then Shirk is
proven on such a person, even though he does not
equalise or sets up rivalry of power of such a creation
with Allah”206
Kufr 62 to Kufr 68

It is stated in Siraate Mustaqeem on page 121 (Kufr
62),

aK aK 1#%a1%#aa^Ka 3aE7 aM%aG a! ahG~ a2 Nal 1#
+Ua a:/ %aB;ataRS%a+ SaEa08Na<a1;a#a\%aE9$
“In these circumstances they [the saints] are able to
travel the heights of the skies and reach places far away

205

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Fasluth thaani, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 20
206
Taqwiyatul Imaan, Fasluth thaani, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 19.
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from them on Earth via the mode of Kashf (spiritual
manifestation), and this Kashf occurs in reality”207
Thereafter on page 124 (Kufr 63),

C C
ahG~ %a1-%a2!$aM%a9Ga%ai %1 a /G%a (Ma 6Nan- aE9 
a N a=a,ai aK a\ an- %aA-Sa! a2 1#%a[3aJSaB93N
a%aRSa Ka a+ (-aa'aE96a2Ma1kaMa1#a%au /a a2Ma[/
^Kah3 a+ (-aR(MSaqz 1#
“The access to the circumstances of the skies, acquiring
assembly with the Angels and Souls, travelling the
Heaven and Hell, and knowledge about these locations,
and discovering the secrets of these places and to be
informed of the things in the Preserved Tablet (Lauh-eMafhooz); are all obtained with the incantation of ‘Ya
Hayyu Ya Qayyum’. In these travels they are authorised
to inspect things higher than the Arsh (Throne) or things
lower than the Arsh, or stations in the skies or any
region on Earth”208
On page 125 (Kufr 64),

C
a2Ma13ai% %a&( afa1am%+/aiMa1/a<aE9 
EOa13ai% %a&( af1am%+/aiMaE aEa/a<
207

Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Sawwam, Fasl Awwla, Ifaada 2,
Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 109-110.
208
Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Sawwam, Fasl Dawwam, Ifaada 1,
Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 113
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“The incantation of ‘Subbuhun Quddusun Rabbul
Malaaikati war Ruh’ is effective to acquire manifestation
of the graves (Kashful Quboor)”209
He continues to write on page 128 (Kufr 65),

a1-%a2!$%aJ(MS%a^Ka! aM%aF-Sa 3%a9G%ai %1 a<aE9 
aK a3aFa0yUaR(Oa2- Ma%a+!aQ1%#a0yUa,ai aahG~ %
aA-Sa. N %a[3aJSMaQ+Ua$a+Z DaK%#%a2F%aJ(MS%a^K
#KMa /Ga[3aRSa0Z a%a+!a2 1#
“The person should absorb himself in the fit of the souls,
Angels and their locations, Earth, skies, Heaven, Hell
and the Preserved Tablet; and with the help of this
vocation one will be able to focus himself towards the
Earth and Skies, Heaven and Hell, and wherever he
turns his face he will be able to transcend towards it and
he will be informed of the stations and objects of such a
place and he shall congregate with the those who reside
in those locations”210
On page 129 (Kufr 66),

+- aU-a#+ aW~a3 ~al  aQ+!9Sa:9/%a<aE9 
209

Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Sawwam, Fasl Dawwam, Hidaayat
Thaania, Ifaada 2, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 113
210
Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Sawwam, Fasl Sawwam, Hidaayat
Thaania, Ifaada 1, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 117.
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“Acquiring the manifestations of the events of the future
have been discussed by the pious of this spiritual path
and they have provided numerous methods to do so”211
On page 158 he writes (Kufr 67),

a<aTN8aI ax/aP! a0a> +!'a2O$%a#$%a@ @'aRS
+Uaq,8
“They are dignified in the Court of Allah since they are
perfect men, with enormous efficiency and authentic
spiritual manifestations”.212
On page 172 he comments about his Spiritual Guide
(Kufr 68)

24- a+aA-Sa2(Na[& a<
“Spiritual Manifestations occur via the knowledge of
wisdoms”213
In these seven Shirks he clearly confessed to the reality
of Kashf, and that also such that the Awliya are shown
distant places not only on Earth but also the locations in
211

Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Sawwam, Fasl Sawwam, Hidaayat
Thaania, Ifaada 2, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 117
212
Siraate Mustaqeem, Baab Chaaram, Dar bayaan tareeq sulook
rah nabuwwat, Ifaada 1, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 147
213
Siraate Mustaqeem, Khatima dar bayaan paara az waraadat wa
ma’aamlaat, Salafiyaa publishers, Lahore, pg 165
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the skies, and the regions of the Angels and the souls,
and the circumstances in the Heaven, Hell and in the
graves, and the future events are also disclosed. So
much so that from the Throne until the Earth they have
access and eventually the Preserved Tablet becomes
submissive under their supervision. They have the
capability to obtain information regarding the Earth, the
skies and wherever they wish, and the methods of
acquiring such calibre and distinction is explained and
elaborated by him. Do so and so one will attain such
and such horizons – all advised by himself.
Now inquire from Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 27,


O #)v u 6 @#û6 @#\6 @9:¦]r^L®*  H2Ý
f9)Ä 77 .P7»
“Whatever command Allah shall place upon His slaves
in this world or in the grave or in the Hereafter is not
known by anyone; whether a Prophet or a Saint neither
they know about themselves nor others; except for
Allah”214
On page 25,

 t
<
 

 ! À¶   J"9st9®^
 Ô#
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Taqwiyatul Imaan, Fasluth thaani, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 18
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“In these issues whether the slaves of Allah are
distinguished (Prophets and Saints) or not, they are
equal in their unawareness and are unfamiliar”215
On page 57 and 58,

 Q
9/r7»R #8 .}7HI»#8 ! JRO HÝ
Q


a#)
 Ý8 À9!# u À#^_!Y/Ø7/p§
7!5 )OgY! H
“The Glory of Allah is purely His and the creation has no
interference with it so that nobody may attribute equality
to Allah. For example, a person enquires about the
number of leaves in the tree or the quantity of stars in
the sky, then the reply should not be that ‘Allah and His
Messenger know best’ because the knowledge of the
Unseen is known only by Allah. What will the Messenger
know”216
Glory to Allah! Previously, as you observed, how this
individual’s spiritual guide and his disciples were aware
of the circumstances of the Earth and the Skies, Heaven
and Hell and the tribulations in the grave, so much so
that the future events and the knowledge of the
Preserved Tablet and whatever is higher than the
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Taqwiyatul Imaan, Fasluth thaani, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 17
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Taqwiyatul Imaan, Fasle khaamis, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 40
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Throne were all disclosed for them. It was in their
capability to obtain information about the Universe and
whichever location they desired. His spiritual guide
himself was knowledgeable enough to comprehend
incantations that do such and such so that so and so
may become manifest to you; but the ignorance of
Muhammadur Rasulullah SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam
(Allah Forbid!) is such that let alone the stars in the sky,
he is not to be asked about the quantity of leaves in a
single tree! If someone claims that he is informed of the
number of leaves of a certain tree then such a person
has equalised him with Allah. Previously there was such
a vast limit of servitude and here there is so much
miserliness in Divinity that it became confined to a single
tree.
Truth is in the declaration of Allah,

َّ َما َق َدرُو ْا
ٱَ َح َّق َق ْد ِره
“They did not know the estimation of Allah as was
necessary for Him”217
In Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 52,

À} #8  Y:S/
C fJ!ôf)L^
 Ô
“Shirk eradicates the light of every worship. The one
who claims to have Kashf are included in it”218
217

Holy Qur’an 39:67
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In other words this person and his spiritual guide, who
claimed of possessing Kashf, became drowned in Shirk.

ُون
َ ِك ْٱل َع َذابُ َو َل َع َذابُ ٱآلخ َِر ِة أَ ْك َب ُر َل ْو َكا ُنو ْا َيعْ َلم
َ َك ٰذل
“Such is the punishment, and the punishment of the
Hereafter is far greater. What a good it was, if they
knew.219

Kufr 69
This was the mass of infidelities of the Imam of
Wahaabism. His followers and lovers consider his
beliefs as the truth and pronounce him as their
respected chief and Imam, then how can they be
immune from the necessitating Kufr upon them?
It is stated in ‘Sharah Fiqh Akbar’ on page 201 from
‘Majmaa’ul Fatawa’,


ae =a[3 a0/%aa5aa&) %aoaa aQsaae,z%a a(&a&)a^
%
“Whosoever says a phrase of Kufr and the opposite
person laughs at it (acknowledges it and does not refute
218

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Fasle khaamis, Aleemia androon publishers,
Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 36
219
Holy Qur’an 68:33
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it) then both of them become infidels, and if someone
pronounces a Kufr in a lecture and the audience
acknowledge it then everyone become infidels”.220
It is an agreed upon ruling with the verdict of Kufr on
those who agree with Kufr. It is recorded in ‘Al-A’lam’ on
page 31,

a!4,M % a&'ae,za^a0 5%a /a a a a&a&)a^
 aa z1%
“Whosoever speaks a word of Kufr and similarly
whosoever laughs at it or considers it good or is gratified
about it; becomes a Kaafir”.221
It is in Bahrur Raaiq on page 124,

ae =aJaJ aq,8a ! a a[G% ax! a./% aga 6 a0 a[Ga^4Na^
^4,( aa093 a^a 
“Whosoever deems the words of the deviants as fine, or
considers such words as meaningful or regards it as
authentic, therefore if those words were Kufr then the
one considered them good becomes a Kaafir”.222
220

Minhur Raudh Al azhar Sharah Fiqh Akbar, Matlab fi iraada
alfaaz al-mukfara, Mustafa Al-Baabi Publication, Egypt, pg 165
221
Al-A’laam ba qawaatiul Islaam, Darul Shafqah Publication,
Istanbul, Turkey, pg 366
222
Bahaarur Raaiq, Baab Ahkaamul Murtadeen, H.M. Saeed
Company, Karachi, Vol.5, pg 125
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Kufr 70
These individuals (Wahaabi fraternity) always have this
reluctant tendency and a trait of disposition that
whenever they find any Muslim to be a follower of a
certain Imam then they, fearlessly, slash a Muslim with
the verdict of Shirk. Whereas from the manifest Law,
numerous authentic Ahaadith, narrations of the scholars
and the proof-reading journals are sufficiently enough to
evidently and compulsory regard the Wahaabi
individuals as infidels. Strange thing is that this deviant
sect claims to be the staunch followers of Sahih
Ahaadith.
It is in Sahih Bukhari in Volume 2 on page 901 and in
Sahih Muslim in Volume 1 on page 57, narrated from
Hadrat Abdullah ibn Umar [may Allah be pleased with
them] that the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam
declared,

 a2 $16 %a./a(aJaJ a(+N aaga+3aaD 6a./ax a(
“If a person calls anyone who recites the Kalima ‘a
Kaafir’ then this adversity will befall on one of them. If
the one was indeed a Kaafir upon whom the word Kaafir
was proclaimed, then it is fine, otherwise this word will
return to the one who proclaimed it”.223

223

Sahih Muslim, Kitaabul Imaan, Baab bayaan haal man Qaala Laa
khayyul Muslim Ya Kaafir, Qadimee Publishing House, Karachi,
Vol.1, pg 57
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It is in Sahih Bukhari on page 893 and in Sahih Muslim
on page 57, narrated from Abu Dharr [may Allah be
pleased with him] that the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam said,

&'a1N6 ae 5aP % > %+'a./% a aG$1'#a^aP
“Whosoever claims someone to be filled with Kufr or
considers him to be the enemy of Allah and if this is not
true then this remark of his returns to him”224
It is in Hadiqatun Nadiyya Sharah Tariqatum
Muhammadiya, Egypt publication, 1276 AH, second
volume on page 156; Allama Abdul Ghani Nablusi [may
Allah have mercy on him] said:

Q,-%aa ae 5
“Similar is the case for a person who calls another a
Mushrik or similar”225
This law has been derived from the Hadith that suggests
that every Mushrik is the enemy of Allah. It is inscribed
in Taqwiyatul Imaan on page 44,

224

Sahih Muslim, Kitaabul Imaan, Baab bayaan haal man Qaala Laa
khayyul Muslim Ya Kaafir, Qadimee Publishing House, Karachi,
Vol.1, pg 57.
225
Al-Hadiqatunn Nadiyya Shara At tariqatum Muhammadiya, AlNau’ul Aashir, Nooriya Razviyya Publication, Faisalabad, Vol.2, pg
236
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!v"9L Àï
“A Mushrik is distant from Allah and they are the
enemies of the Messenger”.226
Therefore to say ‘Mushrik’ is equal in saying ‘enemy of
Allah’ and the return of this statement to the one who
proclaimed it unjustly is evident from the Hadith.
Furthermore, it is this very Hadith that suggests that to
blame someone as a Faasiq (sinner) unjustly results in
this blame to return to the speaker, therefore what about
a Mushrik who is worse than a Faasiq?
Allama Nablusi states,

a9a^aaQsa./%aa.3 at('6 a a3 aJa&4(& a./
a:$a a- a 1ka(9 a} af$a 1ka&4( a 5a23) %a 6a&
 /a a:$1aa  a3 a./anGka  a^(a a- a&a af A

“Whoever calls a Muslim a disbeliever, Imam Abu Bakr
‘Amsh declares that such a person becomes a
disbeliever; whereas, other scholars of Balkh offered a
verdict that such a person does not become a
disbeliever. Thereafter this issue was raised in Bukhara
and some scholars of Bukhara executed the verdict of
infidelity. This verdict returned to Balkh and those
scholars who gave the verdict contrary to Imam Abu
226

Taqwiyatul Imaan, Faslur raabi’ fi zikrur radd al-ishraak fil
ibaadah, Aleemia androon publishers, Lohari gate, Lahore, pg 29
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Bakr abrogated their former verdict and supported him
thereafter.”227
In Sharah Fiqh Akbar on page 220,

C
) aa  /%a k& aa  axa a0 a:$1
“Everyone returned to the verdict of Imam Abu Bakr and
declared that anyone who verbally abuses a Muslim in
this way becomes a disbeliever”228
It is narrated in Alamghiri, Volume 2, page 278 from
Zukhaira; in Sharah Naqaaya, Lucknow Publication,
Volume 4, page 68 from Fusool Amaadi; in Hadiqatun
Nadiyya, page 140-156 from Ahkam Haashiya Durar; in
Khazaanatul Mufteen, Volume 1, Kitaabus Al-Seer, Last
section on the words of Kufr; in Jaamiul Fasooleen,
Volume 2, page 311 from Qazi Khan; in Bazaaziya,
Volume 3, page 331; in Raddul Muhtar, Istanbul
Publication, Volume 3, page 283 from Nahrul Faaiq,

aJaJ a G3( aQ5a0d(a093 aJ a094( aQ5aP!$a ax& a1k(
a &'ag!a 5a~k aaQ+3 aJaJ %a 6a aQ+3 6%a a# 1
 aaJ aQ#3'

227

Al-Hadiqatunn Nadiyya Shara At tariqatum Muhammadiya, AlNau’ur Raabi’, Nooriya Razviyya Publication, Faisalabad, Vol.2, pg
212
228
Minhur Raudh Al azhar Sharah Fiqh Akbar, Fasl fil Kufr sarihan
wa kinaaya, Mustafa Al-Baabi Publication, Egypt, pg 181
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“In these types of matters the authentic view is that if a
person labels a Muslim with such words with the
intention of abusing him and in his heart he does not
consider this Muslim as a disbeliever then such a
person does not become a disbeliever. However, if he
considers this Muslim as a disbeliever from his heart
then if he said such then the person becomes a
disbeliever”.229
It is in Durre Mukhtar, page 293 from Sharah
Wahbaaniya,

 a aa&4( a+3' aJ a
“If someone considers a Muslim an infidel then he
himself is an infidel, the verdict is on this”.230
It is in Jaamiur Ramuz, Kolkata Publication 1274 AH.,
Volume 4, page 651,

a aT~k( a+3'  a- 1k(

229

Al-Hadiqatunn Nadiyya Shara At tariqatum Muhammadiya, AlNau’ul Raabi’, Nooriya Razviyya Publication, Faisalabad, Vol.2, pg
212; Fatawa Hindiya, Baabul Taasi’, Nuraani Kutub Khana,
Peshawar, Vol.2, pg 278; Sharhun Naqaya lil barr jindi, Kitaabul
hudood, Nau Lashkari publishers, Lahore, Vol.4, pg 68; Raddul
Muhtar, Baabut taa’zeer, Mujatabaai Delhi Publishers, Vol.3, pg 183
230
Durre Mukhtaar, Baabut ta’zeer, Mujtabaai Delhi Publishers,
Vol.1, pg 327
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“The authentic view is that if he recognises a Muslim as
a Kaafir and proclaimed him as a Kaafir then he (the
speaker) becomes a Kaafir”231
It is in Majma’ul Anhar, Istanbul Publication, Volume 1,
page 566,

a aT~k( a+3' a
“If he declares it from his belief then he became an
infidel”232
From this legal views of Islam and the authentic verdicts
of the scholars and jurists, it is now evident and crystal
clear that the charge of Kufr on this individual (Ismail
Dehlawi) is immensely incumbent. 233 Because he
openly, unjustly and with his heart, declared Muslims to
be idolaters (Mushriks) and this is evident from his
literature; therefore the necessitating Kufr on this person
and on his views is not invalid.

231

Jamiur Ramuz, Kitaabul Hudood, Fasl-ul Qazf, Islaamiya Gumbad
Publication, Qaamus, Iran, Vol.4, pg, 535
232
Majma’ul anhar sharah mulqil abhar, Kitaabul Hudood, Fasl fit
ta’azir, Darul Ihyaa, Beirut, Vol.1, pg 610.
233
That is, it is in accordance with the sacred Law of Islam to
consider Ismail Dehlawi as an infidel.
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ُون
َ ِك ْٱل َع َذابُ َو َل َع َذابُ ٱآلخ َِر ِة أَ ْك َب ُر َل ْو َكا ُنو ْا َيعْ َلم
َ َك ٰذل
“Such is the punishment, and the punishment of the
Hereafter is far greater. What a good it was, if they
knew.234

234

Holy Qur’an 68:33
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Iense uiliation &
te Khawaarij
This enlightening piece of narrations was the stamp and
seal on the followers and their Imam (Ismail Dehlawi)
along with the verdict of Kufr upon them from numerous
scholars and jurists of Islam.
Their infidelities expanded to 70 degrees of Kufr and in
reality if you observe thoroughly from Kufr 5 to Kufr 11
then you shall acknowledge that these five infidelities
are incorporated with thousands of derivative infidelities.
Similar is the case with Kufr 23 and Kufr 29. If you
leave these 70 charges alone and only show a single
charge, even then seventy infidelities shall be found
from one point. Therefore, either charge him with 70
infidelities or either 70 000 infidelities! And why should
this come as a surprise since he dedicated his
sustenance to these infidelities and applied his
knowledge into these as well. Hard work was in
progress, expertise had achieved its zenith, and each
infidelity gave birth to many more. Such was his
comprehensiveness.
Hence join the reigns of Faith; and by throwing the sand
of disgrace upon those particular blasphemies whereby
numerous scholars have verified the infidelities of the
relevant sects and their followers, listen to this general
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and permanent Kufr which becomes compulsory to call
them, as justified infidels.
It is usually recognised that the Wahaabi sect is
attributed to Abdul Wah’hab Najdi, but actually it is his
son, [Muhammad] ibn Abdul Wah’hab, who was the
foremost teacher. He wrote a book by the name of
Kitaab At-Tawhid [Book of Tawheed] in which he
explicitly declared all the Muslims, with the exception of
his own false sect, as idolaters. He usurped the sacred
lands of Haram (Makkah and Madina) and left no stone
unturned in committing oppression, genocide,
blasphemy and falsehood.
Taqwiyatul Imaan is the translation of this very notorious
Book of Tawheed. The reality of this book is revealed by
investigating a detailed book by the name of ‘Saiful
Jabbar’. This sect is in reality a branch from the foul sect
of Khaarjites who were rebellious to the leader of
Muslims, Hadrat Ali [may Allah be pleased with him].
Upon defeating them, this sect retreated and it is
mentioned in the Hadith that this group of people will not
cease to exist until the Last Day. When one party of
theirs will be defeated another group will emerge until its
final band shall be amongst the band of the Antichrist.
As in accordance with this prophecy, this particular
group consistently spread mischief, and in the early
thirteenth century this band emerged from Najd (Riyadh)
and they are famously recognised, in modern times, as
‘Najdi’. The chief of this group was a Najdi [Muhammad
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ibn Abdul Wah’aab] and Ismail Dehlawi acknowledged
him and translated his book and named it ‘Taqwiyatul
Imaan’ (Fortress of Faith), but in reality this book is
‘Tafyatul Imaan’ (Destroyer of Faith). Thereafter this
new circle expanded, from the mastermind of the
foremost teacher and with the supervision of the second
teacher who attained the nickname of ‘Ismailiya’. This
person’s conviction was only on this grounds that he
alone is the believer of the Oneness whereas the other
Muslims are disbelievers, Allah Forbid!
It is in Raddul Muhtar in Volume 3 on page 478,

C
aUasa 5aJ a2(&'a&M%a&'a  ) > a &8a!-af,8 aJ% %
C
a!'a  ) > a z1a &'a-+Ma &'a $Da^( aJaa0av1 k a (4a 
ah) a a!-Ka a:/%a(a&'a $Da^aaa#3' aa 6 %
aT5aJ&, -%a^, a &'a &y)%a+A-a^a $Da^ 5 af +'
aJa#3' a< Da^aJ %aJ(&4( aa- a %+3' a! a&!,
C
aUa  ) > da Na9(&'a0/%a!4 a0 a0/ae 5a NM %
< %a^9%a^d&I%a&Ia['a^(&4( a4'a%a#GafD%
“It is not necessary for some Kharijites to declare the
Companions of the Holy Prophet SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam as infidels (Allah Forbid). However, there was
a distinctive quality of theirs when they rejected Hadrat
Mawla Ali RadiAllaho anhu. It is sufficient for a group to
be known as Kharijites who label everyone other than
their own group as infidels, like the followers of Ibn
Abdul Wah’hab in our era who emerged from Najd and
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unjustly invaded the sacred lands of Haram and referred
themselves as Hambali (followers of the jurisprudence
of Imam Ahmed bin Hambal). The reality is that they
consider only themselves to be believers and
whosoever contradicts them are disbelievers. For this
reason, they passed a verdict of permissibility of killing
the people and the scholars of Ahle Sunnah until Allah
disgraced them when the Muslims gained victory over
their forces in 1233 A.H.”235
Herewith you were informed of the reality and origin of
their religion. Now observe the verdicts of the jurists
regarding them:
It is in Bazaaziya in volume 3 on page 31,

 Ma6 a:($aa1 a av1 k a1 aTA
“It is compulsory to declare infidelity upon the Khaarijites
because they regard every Muslim, besides themselves,
as disbelievers”236
It is evident that this unwarranted characteristic is not
recent. Rather, they have always been arrested in this
illness, for which our pious and experts considered them
infidels and passed verdicts of their necessitating Kufr.
The amazing thing is that Shah Abdul Aziz agrees with

235

Raddul Muhtar, Baabul Baghah, Darul Ihya, Beirut, Vol.3, pg 309
Fatawa Bazaaziya alaa haamish Fataawa Hindiya, Al baabur
raabi’ fil murtad, Nuraani Kutub khana, Peshawar, Vol.6, pg 318
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our pious elders and rates the Kharijites as infidels upon
consensus.
In Tauhfa ithnaa ashariya, page 732,

a2Maa2!Ma0Z a#a@-a2Ma}y%a % +'aQ 1aK aL a 7)a 7Naf1,
v1 DaBN1#aR aTO5a2Mal(O%ah($6

“If a person rebels against Hadrat Ali Murtaza
RadiAllaho anhu due to hostility and grudge, then such
a person is an infidel as per the consensus of the Ahle
Sunnah, and the Kharijites are equivalent to it”237
In conclusion, it is manifest and indisputable that this
deviant sect of Wahaabiya Ismailiya, their Imams and
their followers are plunged into such a situation that it is
plain, evident and without a shadow of doubt that it is
compulsory to regard them as infidels. Without a doubt,
as per the accordance of the verdicts of the scholars,
consensus of the jurists and elaboration of the experts;
all of them are apostates and infidels as per the
agreement; and it is obligatory and compulsory upon all
of them to openly repent and abrogate their statements
of apostasy and renew their faith with the recitation of
the Kalima.

237

Tauhfa ithnaa Ashariya, Baab Dawaaz daham dar Tawallaa wa
Tabarraa, Suhail Academy, Lahore, pg 394
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However, in my point of view due to the state of
circumspection238 I hold my tongue down (from labelling
Ismail Dehlawi an infidel) and I adopt this, as per my will
and out of due consideration. Allah Knows best!
All praises are due to Allah. This comprehensive answer
was completed on the first of Jamaadil Akhir, on the
blessed day of Jumu’ah, in 1312 A.H, and as per its
date the name of this literature was named as ‘Al
Kaukabatush Shihaabiya fi Kufriyaat abil Wahaabiya’.

238

This is the diligence of Imam Ahmad Rida and it shows how
careful he was in the matters of Takfir [regarding someone an
infidel]. The reason he adopted silence in the case of Ismail Dehlawi
was because of a rumour in the subcontinent that Ismail Dehlawi,
before his death, repented from his words and statements that he
wrote in Taqwiyatul Imaan. Furthermore, the Imam also explained
in his another epistle of the same subject, ‘Sal as-Suyoof al-Hindiya
alaa Kufriyaat Baaba an Najdiya’ that the case of Ismail Dehlawi is
like that of Yazeed ibn Mu’awiya. A group of scholars avoided
declaring his Kufr but other scholars of vast numbers did declare
Yazeed to be an infidel. The Imam further explained that there is a
difference between the words of Kufr [luzoom e Kufr] and declaring
a person to be a Kaafir [iltizaam e Kufr]. He said, “We shall hold our
tongue and take precaution as long as there is a point of even the
weakest form of doubt on the existence of his faith”. Thereafter the
Imam said, “The difference between him and Yazeed is that the
transgression of Yazeed is proven vigorously but his Kufr is not;
whereas the Kufr of this man [Ismail Dehlawi] is proven vigorously.
Even if we were to hold our tongues due to precaution but his
disgrace is evident in this fact that the majority of the scholars have
declared his infidelity as mandatory” [See Sal as-Suyoof and
Subhaan As-Subbooh].
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We supplicate to Allah that He bestows steadfastness
on Imaan and Sunnah upon us; and that He ends us
with the truth of His Religion, and that He, through His
favours and the medium of His Beloved Messenger
SalAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam, bestows us the highest
abode in Heaven (Al-Firdous). Salutations and greetings
upon our Master Muhammad SalAllahu ‘alayhi
wasallam, the Leader of the heavens and the humans;
and salutations be upon his pure Family and his blessed
Companions and all those who love him. All praises are
due to Allah!
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APPI A

Figure 1: The scanned image of the front cover of the
book ‘Hikaayatul Awliya – Arwaahi Thalaathaa’ authored
by Ashraf Ali Thanvi. The publishing company bears the
name ‘Zakariyya Book Depot, Deoband, Shaharanpur,
U.P’.
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Figure 2: The 83rd page of the book ‘Hikaayatul AwliyaArwaahi Thalaathaa’ illustrating anecdote number 59 as
highlighted. This is Urdu language and its English
translation may be viewed in the preface at the
commencement of the book
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Figure 3: The 84th page of the book ‘Hikaayatul AwliyaArwaahi Thalaathaa’ illustrating the continuation of the
anecdote from the previous page as highlighted. This
anecdote is the confession of Ismail Dehlawi that he
wrote his book ‘Taqwiyatul Imaan’ to cause disunity and
havoc amongst the Muslims.
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Aendi 
Ahmad Ibn
Taymiyyah
[d. 728 AH]

Ibn Qayyim AlJawziya
[d.751 AH]

Muhammad
ibn Abdul
Wah'aab
[d.1201 AH]

Ismail Dehlawi
[d. 1831 AD]

Ahl e Hadith/
Salafi
movement

Deobandi
movement

Khalil Ahmad
Ambethwi
[d. 1927]

Ashraf Ali
Thanvi
[d. 1943]

Rashid Ahmad
Gangohi
[d. 1905]

Zakariya
Khandehlwi
[d. 1982]

Masihullah
Khan
[d. 1992]

Ilyas
Kandehlwi
[d. 1944]

Taqi Usmaani

Yusuf
Kandehlwi
[d. 1965]

Qaasim
Nanotwi
[d. 1880]

Thanaaullah
Amritsari
[d. 1948]

Founder of
Darul Uloom
Deoband

Naasiruddin
Albaani
[d. 1999]

Muhammad
Junaaghadi
[d. 1941]

Abdul Aziz Bin
Baaz
[d. 1999]

Founder of Tablighi Jamaat
in 1925

Figure 4: Hierarchy of the Wahaabi/Salafi/Deobandi movements
and their origins. This illustrates the relationship between Salafism
and Deobandism; though there are some differences between the
two factions, but it is not far from the truth to see that both factions
have originated from the same roots. Ismail Dehlawi is considered
to be the father of Wahaabism in the subcontinent since he imported
the doctrine from ibn Abdul Wah’aab of Najd. Dehlawi is regarded
as an elder and respectable guide from both parties of Deobandi and
Salafi movement.

Nawaab
Siddiq Bhopali
[d. 1890]
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Khwaja Baaqi Billah

Mujaddid Alf e
Thaani [Mureed of
Khawaja Baqi Billah]

Khawaja Khurd [son
of Khwaja Baaqi
Billah]

Shah Abdur Rahim
Dehlawi [Mureed]

Shah Waliyullah
[Son of Shah Abdur
Rahim]

Shah Abdul Aziz
Dehlawi

Shah Abdul Qaadir

Shah Rafi'uddin

Shah Abdul Ghani

Ismail Dehlawi
[son of Shah Abdul
Ghani]
Mureed of Sayid
Ahmad Barelvi

Figure 5: This hierarchy illustrates the family relationship between
Ismail Dehlawi and Shah Waliyullah [may Allah be pleased with
him]. It also indicates that the family was linked to Mujaddid Alf e
Thaani Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi [may Allah be pleased with him]
through the chain that reaches Khawja Baaqi Billah Naqshbandi
[may Allah sanctify his secret]
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ibliogray
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16.
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Aydhaaul Haq, Ismail Dehlawi [d.1831 AD/1247 AH]
Al-A’lam bi Qawaati’ Al-Islam, Ibn Hajar Al-Haythami [d. 973 AH]
Bahrur Raaiq, Ibn Nujaym Al-Misri [d. 970 AH]
Durr al-Mukhtaar, AlaaudDeen Haskafi [d. 1088 AH]
Durr al-Thamayn, Shah Waliyullah Dehlawi [d. 1176 AH]
Fataawa Rashidiya, Rashid Ahmad Gangohi [d. 1905 AD/1323 AH]
Fataawa Qadhi Khan, Hasan ibn Mansoor [d. 592 AH]
Fataawa Alamghiri, Jami’at Ulama Aurangzeb
Fataawa Bazzaaziya, Muhammad Al-Bazzaazi [d. 827 AH]
Fiqh e Akbar, Imam Abu Hanifa, [d. 150 AH]
Fathul Kabeer, Shah Waliyullah Dehlawi, [d. 1176 AH]
Hadiqatun Nadiya Sharah Tariqatum Muhammadiya, Abdul Ghani
Nablusi [d. 1143 AH]
Hilyatul Awliya, Abu Nu’aym Isfahaani [d. 430 AH]
Hikaayatul Awliya, Ashraf Ali Thanvi [d. 1943 AD/1362 AH]
Hujjatullah Alal Baaligha, Shah Waliyullah Dehlawi [d. 1176 AH]
Al-Ishaaba wan Nazaair, Ibn Nujaym [d. 970 AH]
Al- Jaami’ As-Sahih, Muhammad ibn Ismail Al-Bukhaari [d. 256 AH]
Al-Jaami’ As-Sahih, Muslim ibn Hajjaj Nishaaburi [d. 261 AH]
Jaami’ al Fasooleen, Mahmood ibn Israeel ibn Qaadhi [d. 823 AH]
Jaami’ ar-Ramooz, Al-Qahistaani [d. 962 AH]
Khulaasatul Fataawa, Tahir ibn Ahmad [d.542 AH]
Khazaanatul Mufteen, Hussain As-Samiqaani [d. >740 AH]
Kanzul Ummaal, Ali Al-Muttaqi Al-Makki [d. 975 AH]
Majma’ al Anhar, Abdullah ibn Muhammad Effendi [d. 1078 AH]
Musnad al-Bazzaar, Abu Bakr ibn Umar Al-Bazzaar [d. 292 AH]
Al-Mau’jam al-Kabeer, Sulayman ibn Ahmad Tabaranaai [d. 360 AH]
Mishkaat al-Masaabih, Muhammad ibn Abdullah Tabrezi [d. 742 AH]
Musnad Ahmad, Ahmad bin Hambal [d. 241 AH]
Mizaan Ash-Shari’atul Kubra, Abdul Wah’haab Sha’raani [d. 973 AH]
Miskul Khaatam, Siddiq Hasan Khan Bhopali [d. 1890 AD/ 1307 AH]
Al-Maktoobaat, Ahmad Mujaddid Alf e Thaani [d. 1034 AH]
An-Nawaazil, Abul Layth Samarqandi [d. 376 AH]
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33. Rawdh al-Anhar Sharah Fiqh al-Akbar, Ali ibn Sultan Al-Qaari
[d. 1014 AH]
34. Raddul Muhtaar, Muhammad ibn Aabideen Shaami [d. 1252 AH]
35. Sharah Ma’anil Aathaar, Ahmad ibn Muhammad At-Tahaawi
[d. 321 AH]
36. Sharah Mawaahib, Muhammad ibn Abdul Baaqi Zarqaani
[d. 1122 AH]
37. Sharah ad-Dawaani Alal Aqaaid al-Adadiya. [d. 907 AH]
38. Sunan DaarQutni, Ali ibn Umar Darqutni [d. 385 AH]
39. Sunan Ibn Ma’ajah, Muhammad Ibn Yazid ibn Ma’jah [d. 273 AH]
40. Sunan Abu Dawood, Abu Dawood Sulayman ibn Ash’ath [d. 275 AH]
41. Sahih, Muhammad ibn Ishaaq Ibn Khuzayma [d. 311 AH]
42. Sahih, Muhammad ibn Hibbaan [d. 354 AH]
43. Sharah Sunnah, Hussain ibn Mansoor Al- Baghawi [d. 516 AH]
44. Ash-Shifa bi Ta’arif Huqooqul Mustafa, Ayaadh ibn Musa Al-Yahsubi
[d. 544 AH]
45. Siraat e Mustaqeem, Ismail Dehlawi [d.1831 AD/1247 AH]
46. Tanveerul ‘Aynayn, Ismail Dehlawi [d.1831 AD/1247 AH]
47. Taqwiyatul Imaan, Ismail Dehlawi [d.1831 AD/1247 AH]
48. Takmilah Lisaan al-Hukkaam fi ma’rifat al-Ahkaam, Ibraahim AlKhalil Al-Halabi, [d. >1015 AH]
49. Tauhfah Ithnaa Ashariya, Abdul Aziz Dehlawi [d. 1823 AD/1238 AH]
50. Tafseer Azizi [Fathul Aziz], Shah Abdul Aziz Dehlawi
[d. 1823 AD/1238 AH]
51. Yak Rozi, Ismail Dehlawi [d.1831 AD/1247 AH]
52. Zubdatul Aathaar Talkhees Bahjatul Asraar, Abdul Haq Muhaddith
Dehlawi [d. 1052 AH]
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The epistle, Al-Kawkabatush Shihaabiya fi Kufriyaaat Abil
Wahaabiya, is indeed a scorching star on the infidelities of
Ismail Dehlawi – the founding individual who imported
Wahaabism into Asia. This, he succeeded, by translating the
infamous Kitaab At-Tawhid authored by the 18th century
Khaariji – Muhammad ibn Abdul Wah’aab of %ajd.
Dehlawi renamed the book as ‘Taqwiyatul Imaan’ [fortress
of faith], but in reality; this book was the cause of Tafyatul
Imaan [destroyer of faith]. It has been the distinct quality of
the Khawaarij to renegade with and dispel all the Muslims,
save those who were affiliated with their group, as idolaters.
All of this transpired before the time of Imam Ahmad Rida
[may Allah have mercy on him]; thus allowing this fact to
become manifest that the Muslim Ummah was torn apart by
the likes of %ajdi and Dehlawi. This majestic epistle
illustrates the perspicacity of Imam Ahmad Rida in which
he efficiently causes the structure of Taqwiyatul Imaan and
the paradox ideologies of its author to collapse with a
thundering clap. Utilising the sword of the Qur’anic verses,
the shield of the Prophetic narrations and the spear of the
pious jurists – Imam Ahmad Rida has defended the honour
and majesty of the Messenger of Allah salAllahu alayhi
wasallam.
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